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Preface

Semiconductors look V) simple that ),in may think the circuits
iii which they are turd must b. emmily kttnple to del*,
build and repair.

This is Lir been our I hr planning, consum lion and servic-
ing of transistor *rot c.in be fascinating, instructive and re-
warding; but not Hr. caLuily easy.

In certain cases the work may turn out to be unexpectedly
tricky, and the beginner must be prepared for anything from
complete success to partial or even total failure.

There are a good many factors which can occasionally
result in frustration or disappointment where transistor pro
jects arc concerned.

But if you do succeed in getting everything just right, the
results with either a newly -constructed set or a carefully re-
paired one can be so excellent that they make up for occa-
sional discouragements.

It is hoped that Ow hints in this book will help you to avoid
any snags or difhr,.lro s and ensure that you will make a good
job of any cl.o,ti u, ounal projects or repairs that you may
attempt.

In a book of !hi, ;rr there is an obvious limit to the amount
of detailed od-111,11,11 th.lt can be given in regard to any
particular circ u t 'I Iier. ,I,,re some background knowledge of
nufio theory. and y 'ow ektitentary experience of first steps in
practical constructh.o. :Tom be taken for granted.

Various section., i I t.lnr.d basic circuits are illustrated and
discussed. They du ip,t in. hide all the refinements and "extras"

7
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MARINO AND REPAIRINO TRANSISTOR RADIOS

in transistor technology and technical pnictice; availability of
semiconductors (discontinuance of sonic types and introduc-
tion of new onces; and any other factors which may affect the
construction of home -built projects or the servicing of manu-
factured sets.

The circuit diagrams in this book are merely for the purpose
of illustrating the discussions in the text and in some cases are
greatly simplified, so they are not intended to be used, neces-
sarily, as practical working diagrams in actual set construction
nor to take the place of the many excellent detailed designs
which can be found in radio technical journals. But they will
help provide a sound basis for dozens of practical experiments
in transistor technique.

10

CHAPTER I

Transistor Aerial Circuits

Portable transistor sets for medium and long wave reception
normally use a ferrite -rod aerial. If a short-wave range is also
included, a telescopic rod antenna will almost certainly be
added for use on these higher frequencies.

Small table -top experimental projects, including those for
short waves, often use an ordinary single wire outdoor aerial,
and an earth connection, since this gives a better signal -input
(especially from distant stations) to an elementary circuit with
little or no amplification-such as a modern version of the
oldtime crystal set.

secs

moo

PN1111111111111111111111104

/kg. 1.1

(JVI /I* INTJ

A ferrite -rod may have anything from one to four main
windings (LI in Fig. 1-I) paralldtuned with a variable cap-
acitor (VC1 in Fig. 1-1). These coils will be for medium;
medium and long; trawler -band, medium and long; short,
trawler -band, medium and long; or short, medium and long

11
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MAKINii AND INAPAINItlil 'I MAN111111(ilt 11Aliffils

wavebands. The variable sapacitisr may be a single -section
type or it may lea iwiiigang, in which two tiaras air tin fuli
by a single corinoldnoli.

'lbw will probably he no direct connecti,, 1,, ihr main
tuned windings except for leads from the tuning , apiu eito and
from a waseshange switch to select the different wavebands us

(If the let is ha medium waves only, then isf unitise
their will be nu wavecliatige switch).

sign.a.iimidee hi and hum the main tuned windings will
probably be by means nl nverwindo (L2 in Fig. 1.1), whit li
ate alibi( lively "coupled' hi it. Surnetitnek in place of title of
the oveswinds, their is a thirst connection, ut a tapping on lie
coil, a few IMAM up horn the will end.

This arrangement is a substitute for the overwind in the
bar circuit of the transistor. Another overwind may be turd,
especially in straight ul (tuned radirultnittency) and reflex
tarcuiu, to give reastion feedback which heroin up the signals
strength and also tends to improve selectivity. Yet another
overwind, loosely coupled to the main tuning coils, may leused In fresh ifs signals (torn an external aerial, sin,' as Atelescopic One or a car aerial.

In some aura a small prerunplifying
stage is inserted in --wren a Car aerial and the ferritenod circuit.; this give. bettermatching and better signal -to -none ratio, cutting down inter--kence such as any residual wine' there may be from the car'signition &vitr the

suppreasor arrangements which should ofawry. Ire fitted.

s7 The physical dimensions, arid the windings, of a ferrite -rodatrial
vary conliderably, and are of course

inirrilrjsesideni insome extent.

kods of circular trolls -section can be bought in various airy,--e.g., 11 M. diameter x 6, 7, 8 or 10 inches long, orduns, x 6 in. long; or in. 1. a 6 in. long.Another type of (mite core for this
purpose, used mostly

ill vtlY nnall piersonid nonabirs, is a flat type, thin ref (angular
12
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a I of inches in length,a are, ihni arid usually about

"Ibe wiinol ticisnigstr stool,.areilanislly of either enamelled copper wire
or linesids.slit wire. Mr minder of turns required u, under
any given waverange will depend on various factors the
dimensions of the. ferrite rtxl, the positism of the winding, the
gauge of wire, the spacing q1 the turns (i.e., close-winind or
separated) and the capacity of the tuning capacitor and
outimer uurected in parallel with the winding.

As a winding can he put on in a very few minutes, it is
just as quick to find the (finial her of turns for any
given set by trial and error AA by mathematical calculation
which will also entail untie final adjustment owing us stray

caPacitiesinIertcirThe windings sari be put On tubes or sleeves made from
gummed paper. The writer has Mao used thin plastic tubular
formers made by cutting the ends off phials in which one

pinked by their manufacturers.make of transistors We

he following winding details for various typical a:rang...-influx will help to give you A tough jib -4 of the number of
wire gauge awl irtrilr yid nt -slab" doneusions that Ian

lie user!, and will show the scope for experiment in ibis
direction.

(I) Slab 2i in. long, R in, wide: and
11 in. thick. Approx.

40 turns of 30 SWG enamelled copper wire, close -wound.
Tuning C:Apatitor 'elK) pr. (II the maximum capacity of the
latter is not li Iran than 500 pF, the number of turns must be
increased propoi tionatrly; even so, the waverange covered willnot be so wide; but tuning will be easier.) The overwind forthe base circuit can be 4 or 5 iiirns of aimilar wire..

(2) Rod 2i in. long, # in. diameter. 70 turns of 28 SWG
enamelled copper wise, tapped at 10 turns from the earthyend, instead of ovr: wind. CApistillif '3(Xl

(3) Mod b in. long, I in, diam. 85 turns of 26 Miff./
enamelled, tapped at 10 burns from earthy end.

13
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MAKING AND REPAIRING TRANSISTOR RADIOS

(4) Rod 7 in. long x in. diam. 60 turns of 7/45 Litz
wire for main winding. 5 turns of thin enamelled wire (30-40

SWG will do) for coupling coil.

(5) Rod 21 in. long. d in. diam. 55 turns of 30 SWG
enamelled tapped at 5 turns from earthy end.

.vide and in. thick. 75 to(6) Slab 21 in. long,in'
85 turns of 30 SWG enamelled copper wire, number of turns
depending on variable capacitor used. Overwind, 5 to 8
rums, depending on transistor used.

All the foregoing are medium -wave windings. For trawler
band, to cover the 80 -metre and 160 -metre ('top -band')
amateur transmitting stations as well, you will need far fewer
rum. The exact number will depend on the range of frequen-
cies you wish to cover; for example, whether you want to
include some broadcast stations at the top or bottom ends of
the range.

To get some idea of the coverage with any particular vari-
able capacitor, you could start with a rough experimental
winding containing about half the number of turns quoted for
any of the medium -wave windings, and then re -wind with
more or fewer turns as required to suit individual ideas.

Long -wave windings will need upwards of double the
number of turns in the medium -wave ones, but here again theexact figure will depend on the values of associated

compon-ems, and it is worth trying
a rough experimental winding toform a guide to the final version required. Even a long -wavewinding should not take you more than four minutes at theoutside to wind by hand, and it is well worth expending thisamount of time as an aid to precise

"tailoring" of the finalwinding to suit your individual circuit
requirements.Short-wave windings are quicker still; they contain onlya few turns of wire and can be put on literally in seconds.For the main winding, with a variable capacitor of about300 pF, you could start with about ten turns of, say, 26 or28 SWG enamelled copper wire, spaced so that there is a gap

14

TRANSISTOR AERIAL. CIRCUITS

of one wire thickness between turns, on a ferrite rod about
2 in. long and tr in. diameter.

Adding or subtracting one or two turns will make a big
difference in waverange at these higher frequencies; and any
change in spacing will also affect the coverage by changing
the effective inductance of the ail.

Stray capacities etc. play such a big part in the actual fre-
quency range on short or ultra -short wavebands that any
attempt at purely mathematical calculation of the number of
turns is, in the writer's opinion, a sheer waste of time, when
you can arrive at the desired result much more accurately and
far quicker by practical experiment.

A simple calibrated wavemeter of some description is needed
to give you a dose estimate of the coverage; but you would
need this even with mathematically-calculated windings to
check the final result in practice.

Overwinds for short-wave coils will consist of about 3 or 4
turns, but here again you can experiment a little. The rela-
tive positions of overwinds in relation to the main windings
will be pretty critical and careful experiment will be needed
here.

Ready-made ferrite rod aerials, with windings for normal
requirements, can be bought complete if you prefer this alter-
native.

We have dealt at some length with ferrite -rod windings, be-cause in some popular transistor
circuits, notably reflex types,the ferrite aerial contains the only tuned winding in the set,and it plays a very important part in determining the results

you can obtain. The writer has
experimented in practice withdozens of different ferrite -rod arrangements connected to

simple reflex circuits and has found an amazing difference in
signal -strength, selectivity, stability and so on, can be produced
by what seem to be trivial changes in the design and position-ing of the windings on the ferrite rod, and also by the poi -

15
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MAKING AND REPAIRING TRANSISTOR RADIOS

Lion of the whole =emir!y in relation to other
components in

the circuit.
If you are not going to use a ferrite rod, but prefer

ordinarycoils (with adjustable iron -dust or ferrite cores) in the
aerial tuning circuit, together with an external aerial of some
sort, you may prefer to use a complete matched set of

ready-
made coils.

If the set is a superhet, where correct matching and
align.menu of all tuned circuits arc vital, you may find it verymuch easier and more effective to use ready-made coils, or a

complete coil -pack with wavechange switch for both the aerial
and the local -oscillator circuits.

Suitable coils for all purposes can be found in the ranges
marketed by Denco Limited, and other firms. Addresses and
other particulars may be found in the advertisement

pages of
latest radio technical journals.

Some transistor circuits arc for single -waveband use; for
example, medium -wave only. Some types use a wavechange
switching arrangement built-in to the variable capacitor, this
permitting reception of the BBC Radio 2 transmitter only, on
long waves, but normal variable tuning on medium waves.In home -built sets, several different arrangements for wave -
change switching can be tried.

Sets using FET devices may employ wavechange switchingvery similar to that used in valve sets, since the input imped-ance of the FET is not lower than, but usually higher than,that of a valve.

With ordinary transistors, the overwinds for matching thebase circuit will
generally have to be switched, as well as themain tuning circuit, in the aerial-circuit section of the set.The oscillator section of a transistor superlict mixer may nothave any coil -switching, the

wavcchanging from medium tolong may merely switch a
suitably -chosen additional fixedcapacitor into use across the tuned circuit. The capacity issuch as to enable the oscillator section of the ganged capaci-
16

TRANSISTOR AERIAL CIRCUITS

tors to tune over the long waveband, when the switch is in LW

position,
instead of over the medium waveband.

The easiest wavechange switching is, of course, in a re-

ceiver employing
only one tuned circuit; this is one of the

attractive features of a reflex arrangement.

Some miniature personal -portable transistor sets clispen.se

with a conventional on-off switch for battery supplies and use

a phone jack to switch on automatically when earphones are

plugged in.

17
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Diodes, Transistors and Simple Circuitry

The family of semiconductors or solid-state devices is a big
one. The oldest branch of the family comprises diodes, and the
most famous, transistors.

There arc many types of diode, almost innumerable types
of transistor (nominally, at any rate) and new descendants of
both are constantly being developed.

The crystal detector used in the early days of broadcasting
was a form of diode. It could detect or rectify signals but not
amplify them. Where signal -strength was concerned, you got
out of the crystal detector a little less than you put into it,
instead of a great deal more.

When transistors came along the scene began to change,
slowly at first, then suddenly a landslide. Semiconductors or
solid-state devices started to supersede valves, fast. In some
spheres of electronic work valves are now treated as obsolete;
but in other fields, such as colour television, at the time of
writing valves for certain purposes are still considered to be
almcst indispensable. From this situation we get a certain
number of "hybrid" sets, containing valves in the stages where
valves are still best, and semiconductors in the stages where
transistorization really pays.

Portable radio receivers form a field where solid-state is now
the universal fashion and valves are things of the past. Gone
are the heavy batteries that made the word "portable" in some
cases rather a misnomer, and here to stay are sets that can be
not only portable but so light that you could be unaware that
you have got them in a pocket or handbag.

19
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MARINO AND REPAIRIND TRANSISTOR RADIOS

The advantages of the typical transistor are many. Small

sire; feather-weight; low cast; high efficiency; long life; modem

power requirements
and simple circuitry-these arc just a few

of the warts to be found in many transistors and allied types

azdt

of semiconductor.
You can build a whole transistor set in the space occupied

by an early valve, and power it with a
b:.htitceirly%faarl the mii

smaller

lighter than the little grid -bias battery,

and lightest of the three batteries (HT, LT and GB) which
were needed for non -mains valve sets in the early days of

broadcasting.
Of course, semiconductors have a few snags which must

be offset against their advantages; but mostly unimportant
ones.

After this brief introduction to the semiconductor "family,"
let's start working with them!

The diode is the simplest of these devices, though it is very
versatile and comes in many forms. We will start with the
ordinary detector diode which is equivalent to a modern ver-
sion of the ancient crystal -detector, but much more reliable.

Just about the simplest (and, in a sense, perhaps the least
efficient) receiving circuit you can build is shown in Fig. 2-1.
It consists of a mere handful of components, and it will work
effectively only in an area where strong signals arc to be had
from a fairly local or very powerful broadcasting station.

Moreover, under most conditions it will only work an ear-
piece or headphones. Having only one tuned circuit and no
form of regeneration or reaction, its selectivity (i.e., the ability
to separate one signal from another) is relatively poor.

When you consider its cheapness and simplicity, and the
fact that it will reproduce beautifully clear signals of reason-
able earphone strength if used dose enough to any sort of
transmitter (including even low -power amateur transmittingstations if you are near enoughto
brings hom e to you the realone), this tiny receiver

miracle of electronic communica-
20
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don in a way that big, expensive and elaborate apparatus
cannot do.

You expect something worth seeing and hearing from a
colour television set costing maybe a couple of hundred pounds
or more; but the results from such a ridiculously inadequate -
looking circuit such as that in Fig. 2-1 arc, in their way, more
miraculous!

Although this set is so limited in performance, it is not
really a waste of time for the beginner to start with it, as every
item in it, if undamaged, can be re -used in much more ambi-
tious circuits later.

If you are more than a few miles from a broadcasting
station, an external aerial, preferably a good outdoor one, will
be needed; and a good earth connection is a great asset. Main
water pipes were once a favourite earth, but the introduction
of plastic pipes in some districts has spoilt this. Gas pipes must
NOT be used.

This leaves us with virtually only two other alternatives.
a metal plate or earthing -rod or piece of metal piping buried
in moist ground and connected to the set by a length of plastic -
covered copper wire. Or, the earthing socket on a mains plug.
The latter is correct procedure for mains -operated sets running
a loudspeaker. But the writer hesitates to suggest its use for
any set on which headphones arc going to be used, or which
may not be totally insulated inside a cabinet, because there is
a risk that a beginner might plug into the wrong socket on a
three -pin outlet. This could be dangerous.

So if you arc a beginner it would be wiser to stick to the
outside earth -connection which you can make yourself by
burying a metal plate or driving a metal rod or pipe into
moist garden soil just outside the window. (But you live in a
high -floor flat? Well, in that case the signal -strength should be
better than at ground level, and the earth connection may not
be needed anyway!)

In Fig. 2-1, 1.1 is a medium -wave or long -wave coil (ac -
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cooing to winch waveband you wall!) with A tapping towards

the earthy end of the winding, to match the low Impedance

of the diode. CI is a variable capacitor which can be about

330 or SOD pF maximum capacity. C2 is a fixed capacitor
which can be 1000 pP (0.001 reF).

The output terminals Y and Z can be connected to Use

leadphoom or earpiece if the set U to be used as it stanch.

hi. 2.1

But if you want to add a stage or two of tnumistor amplifica-
tion, you can connect a 2,000 -ohm potentiometer across these
terminals with the slides concord to the input of the ampli-
fier, as in rig 2-3.

The headphones or earpime should be of a sensitive mag-
neck type having a materna of not des than 1,000 and pre-
krably 2,000 ohms.

The bat position on the coil winding for the diode tappingma be found by pnktiad experiment; it may differ a bit
with different diadem

Various modifications can be made to the simple drcultof Pq. 2.1 to improve its perkemanee-for example, thesdextivity can be improved by using a double -wound coil or
radio-frequaxy transformer. The coil windings can be on a

22
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ferrite awe, and the secondary can commie only a few tunson as to match the low -impedance diode. The

primary, towhkh the aerial and earth are mourned, contain the number
of turns normally used In a medium or long wave coil. The
primary is tuned, the secondary in untuned-i.e., the variable
capacitor is sacs the primary.

Flg. 2.2 shows how to make a ferrite -rod aerial assembly.
You can buy one ready-made if preferred; but it will naturally
cost you a little more and you will learn a little leg than you
may learn by making it yourself. Moreover, your home -wound
one can be made in an rxperiritrntal manner which will en-
able you to try out dine tent wilitimgs for different wavebands

NI. 2.2

and for any circuits of a mote advanced type that you may
build later.

As the windings shown in the diagram arc put on paper
tubes or sleeves that can be slipped on or of the rod at will,
the same rod can be used for any set you build. All you have
to alter are the windings, which con next to nothing if you are
able to salvage the mammy wire from old coils, disauded
transformers or other electronic junk.

The number of turns of wire in LI determines the wave
range or frequenerepectrurn that you can cover in conjunc-
tion with a given tuning-aipadtor. You can experiment with
any number of turns from two to two hundred! A coil of only
a few turns, space -wound, will tune to short-wave wakens.
More turns will tune to the trawler band, amateur 80 and
160 metre ("top -band") assimilations, etc. More turns still -
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lay between
50 and 80-will bring in medium -wave broad-

casting stations,
and upwards of 150 will bring in long -wave

stations. Experiment
with the number of turns to cover what-

ever waveranges you want.

This simple circuit needs only a single -gang tuning capaci-

tor. But this will have limited uses, and if you arc going on to

build more ambitious circuits such as superhet receivers it is

more sensible in the long nin to buy a twin -gang capacitor
which will do for these as well when the time comes. Mean-

while you can use just one section for the present project; or

you can connect the two sections in parallel to give you a
wider range of frequencies in one sweep of the tuning -control.

(This may tend to weaken signals a trifle and make the tuning

a bit more critical. On short waves you should use one section

Fig. 2-3

only, and if there is one section with smaller capacity than
the other, use the smaller one. If tuning is still too "sharp"
and critical, you can get a "bandspread" effect by connect-
ing a fixed capacitor in series with the variable one, but this
of course reduces the effective overall capacity and restricts
the tuning -range.)

Earpieces or headphones used with this simple circuit will
nerd to be a sensitive type, and a 2000 -ohm kind will do. It is
possible to get a pair of imported high -resistance headphones
at the time of writing for about a pound. Ex-Govemment
surplus one are also available, but make sure they arc suit -

24
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able; some kinds are very low -resistance and arc more suitable
for other circuits than the present one.

If you want something which will give louder signals than
the unaided diode receiver, you can easily add on any suit-
able amplifier; for example, a transistor audio amplifying
stage, such as that shown in Fig. 2-3. With this, you may
even be able to work a small loudspeaker if you are using the
set in a very strong -signal area, with a good aerial. If the local
field -strength is very high, you may be able to get good results
with just the ferrite rod aerial and no outside wire at all. This
makes the receiver truly portable and self-contained.

Almost any audio -amplifying type of transistor will give
good results in this circuit if the input signal is adequate; and
other types of transistor can be tried as well.

A small battery of 9 volts, or less, is required. 1k sure to

Fig. 2-4

connect it the right way; that is, with correct polarity. Don't
reverse the connections or you may damage the transistor
permanently, possibly ruin it completely.

There are two main classes of transistor; PNP and NPN.
The polarities of these are opposite to one another. Therefore
the right battery polarity for one is quite wrong for the other.
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We have said "I'Vet rewrie ttnr connevtions" it you are Wing

oee nr-Sm. a MP Div Sierh as the 0044 or the AF 117.

ti r it Ivan chuige t' an NPN type such as the NKT733, then
of mune you mast reverie the cm:It-coons since this class

et mares* is of opparie criarity to the PNP type.

11 the bandy connections are recessed, for a changeoyrr
ham PM' so transisecrs, certain electrolytic c.apacitoes

is the await which are polarized e., with positive and nega-

pK or wires marked -r and - ty7.iwttiyely \ must
abo be mused

Fig. 24 should help to make all this dear. It is quite an
impartirt point and applies to much more erimpEcated cir-
whim red! as to the present one, so rou will Deed to get fully
carommit with this basic requirement right at the outset, or
pm wall be do/login transistors plod!

26
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RF,AF Amplifiers and Oscillators

RF means radio -frequency and :V audio -frequency. Very
broadly speaking. radio -frequency amplifiers are used in the
front end of a circuit. that is, between the atrial and the
detector (or discriminator`, and audio -frequency amplifiers in
the later stages between the detector and the loudspeaker.

F. 3-I

Valve amplified in most sets follow rather conventional
lines; but where transistors are concerned there is perhaps
more scope kw circuit variation and more reason to take ad-
vantage of configurations that are rather out of the ordinary.

The pre :sent book is a practical rather than throretical one,
and we cannot go too deeply into bow everything works. We
must assume that you have a bacignxind of electronic theory
which you can get from any ekmentary handbooks which
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cipiain the book prindiples of diodes, transistors, arriplifyin4,
emanating and reculying circuitry. and so on,

la dine paps we must theselole be uastrnt Weds irisly Fuld
retalaccs to any theoretical considerations and sock mainly

so the practical problems which arise in snaking arid trending
cots, which alter all is what this book is about.

Pig. 5-1 dams a fairly typical ecanipk of an RF translates
arapither. (Nose that this is shown fur an NPN traruiritor, but
could be converted for use with a PNP type). you °add
interpose nomething on thole lines between your ferrite an.
tonna (or aerial, and the deo& detector. This would iriczeroc
the range and sensitivity of the set, but of Willie it would still
have only one tuned circuit, which would niakr it still rather
lacking in sekctivity.

Same small degree of pesitive feedback or legrnera,tion may
be inuodixed at this stage which will help slightly to an-
prolre bah sumach and selectivity. But it moot not be Ma..
thee or the circuit will become unstalAe.

'1-2

We have already used one transistor for audio amplificationaura the cheek. Now we can take a look at wane slightly moreadvanced aullarltrsvency amplifying and output wages,though still in the simple and straightforward class.The Maass
accompanying' thi, chapter will help you to
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experiment with this kind of ',aphis?, and there are many,
many Miami type numbers of transform "dish can be used

quite successfully in these efrinesitary circuits.
Ursula will inevitably vary with different types and there

may ale, be tome variation between different individual spar
torts, r-vrn though they bear the same identihcalion-markings.
Transistors are not NA Walla= as Valletta in this respect, and
for vans' NM.'" you tray hnd quite a diffevence between
samples that are dieotertitally supviscd In be identical!

'4. 3-)

Figs. 3-2 and 3-3 show alternative Naming and output
arrangements. (the aviators are NPN types.) rig. 3.3 in-
coorporaus krone negative feedback.

Fig. 3-4 shows a low -powered audit amplifying and output
stage. TR1 can be an C.X:71 and TR2 an 0011, but other
types-including any updated types loupe:ceding dime men-
tioned-can be tried, provided of course that component
values, particularly these of relators, are selected to suit the
individual transistors, and that the correct polarities are ob-
served (muscling to whether you use PNP ea NPN types).

VR I can be a 5K volume -control (though the value is not
criticalj; Cl can be almost anything loan, say, 0.01 IP tabu -
tar to an electrolytic of several microlarada. Realtors will
depend on choice of trarsauss as already mentioned, but as
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UARING AND REPAIRING TRANSISTOR RADIOS

a rough guide you could say 100-120K for RI, 3.3K to 4.7K
for R2, and 150 to 330 ohms (or R3. C2 can be 25 to 50

,i/F
and C3 RX) to 2W Yf. *, both electrolytic.

Fig. 3-5 shows a more powerful, but less economical,
ampli-

fier using an absolute minimum of components. The first
transistor should be a high -gain type; an OC4-I would do,
unless you have a suitable alternative of more recent type; and
the output transistor can be an Alm°.

RI can be about 6.8K, and R2 about 33K or 39K, but a
little experimenting can be tried here, within limits. The input
capacitor can he up to about 10 NF electrolytic, but is not
critical and tubular paper types of lower capacity can betried.

If you are running this amplifier from batteries, it is im-portant to keep the voltage down, otherwise current con-
sumption will be excessive. A 4.5 v. battery is suggested. Thisamplifier will work a fairly large loudspeaker and should givequite nice quality if you get everything just right.Near -equivalents for the ADI40 could be tried if you havesuitable ones handy; but the

current consumption should bewatthed.
Other examples of audio amplifier circuits arc shown in

RE/AF AMPLIFIERS AND OSCILLATORS

I e. 3-3

Figs. 3-6 and 3-7. (In actual practice some modifications arc
often made to the basic circuit in Fig. 3-7.)

Amplifiers on the lines of the Fig. 3-6 example arc pretty
"safe" types for a beginner to experiment with, as the capacity
coupling between the stages makes them more or less inde-
pendent, rather than interdependent, and therefore any error
or fault in one stage is not likely to cause trouble in the other
stage as would be the case with direct coupling.

There is a hirly wide choice of transistors for amplifiers
such as these t vu; and the choice if values for the various
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MARINO AND REPAIRING TRANSISTOR
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associated components will depend on the transistors chosenYou will find suitable designs based on these circuits in
varsaus.tranagor.project books and in radio technical

journals horntime to time.
The actual example in Fig. 3-6 uses PNP

transistors, butsimilar circuits arc available for NPN transistors,
rememberingof course to reverse the battery and electrolytic
polarities.Where a "complementary pair" of transistors is used in anoutput stage one will be a PNP and the other an NPN.

For =ample, an AC187 (NPN') and AC188 (PNP) form a
suitable pair.

Fitt 1.7
An

in m

impartant precaution with power transistors is the pro-vision of
to

heat -sinks where necessary. But you must be carefulbearmind that the meta/ cases of transistors such as anAD140 are in contact with one active element of the trait -/mat -4a this case, the collector-and
it is imperative to in-sulate the case from the heat sink (in the ekarica/, not thethannal. sense), or else to have the heat sink in oontact withthe cue

(which gives better heat
dissipation) and insulate

32
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the best -sink electrically from everything except the one neces-

sary connection to it.

Failure to take these precautions
is likely to be disastrous

and costly.
The AD140 and AD149 arc both suitable for the output

gage in a car radio. They can be used as replacements for

other similar transistors in almost all car radio receivers, if

not in all.

When selecting replacements (or any set, always make sure
about the polarity of the existing transistors. It is not always
safe to trust entirely to the type -number of the transistor as
sole evidence; if you have access to the maker's service data,check this also as confirmation. If the set has been tampered
with or serviced carelessly or incompetently there is always thechance that someone has fitted a wrong type of replacernenttransistor ! If you inadvertently copy their error you will profs -
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ably damage the new transistor and the set will inn not work.

Not only output transistors but also driver

typesneedareftidochoice, both in building sets and in fitting replacements

existing receivers.
Although transformerless audio amplifying stages are com-

monly. used in present-day sets, transformer -type circuits can

still be very useful.
Fig. 3-8 will give you some idea of a basic circuit arranged

to give push-pull output. TR I is the driver transistor, TR2-

TR3 form the push-pull output pair, while TI is the input
audio transformer with centre -tapped secondary and T2 the

output transformer with centre -tapped primary.
Resistance values, etc. (not marked) will depend on the

choice of transistors.
Ma rough guide, the emitter resistor of TR I will probably

be about 1K, with a 50 or 100 PI: electrolytic across it. The
emitter resistor for TR2-TR3 will be of a very low value,
say just under 5 ohms. The upper and lower resistors feeding
the bias to the centre tap of T1 secondary may be about 4.7K
and 100 ohms respectively; but various designs differ, and
more than one kind of negative feedback arrangement is used.

Several different arrangements arc commonly used in tran-
sistorired and fet oscillator circuits.

Oscillators serve many different purposes. In a superhet
receiver, one oscillator, known as a local oscillator, forms an
essential part of the frequency -changer or mixer stage, as we
shall sec in the next chapter.

If the superhet is a communications-type receiver, such as
amateur and professional transmitting operators use for gett-
ing replies from other stations to their signals, the circuit may
well include another oscillator, known as a bfo (beat -frequency
oscillator).

The purpose of this oscillator is to 'heterodyne' incoming
continuous -wave (cw) Morse signals and make them readable.
The dots and dashes

formed by keying the carrier -wave at the
34
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transmitting station "beat" with the continuous oscillation
from the life and thereby produce signals at an audible fre-
quency.

The pitch of the beat -note, which is heard as audible dots
and dashes, can be adjusted to a comfortable level for easy
"reading" by tuning the bfo circuit.

Another use for the bfo is for resolving sib sideband)
radio telephony transmissions. In this case the bfo generates
a local oscillation which replaces the carrier -wave of the trans-
mission, suppressed at the sending end, and helps to restore
intelligibility to the speech.

Without the bfu, ssb speech sounds more like a duck quack-
ing than an operator speaking!

Apart from these applications in the receiver itself, tran-
sistor oscillators arc very useful in test -equipment for align-
ment of tuned circuits, set -testing and troubleshooting, and
such like purposes.

An r -f oscillator can be used as a radio -frequency signal
generator which can take the place of broadcast signals for the
purposes of tuned -circuit alignment and set adjustment.

To enable you to distinguish the signals from the r -f oscil-
lator and pick them out among any other oscillations that may
be present in the set, they can be modulated at audio fre-
quency.

A second oscillator, working at of instead of rf, will super-
impose an audible tone at a comfortable pitch on the output
from the rf section of the signal -generator.

The type of oscillator known as a multivibrator is very
useful as an audio -frequency signal -generator for test pur-
poses of various kinds.

Multivibrators and other oscillators are widely used in all
sorts of electronic equipment, including computers; but in the
present book we are concerned only with the oscillators that
are used in, or with, radio receiving equipment.

35
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CHAP 11.11

Superhet Circuits

In the previrms chapter we looked at attirlit via and oscillators.
Now we coin.- In Ihr 11111'11111 11111111, 111114 11 jig 111 a wsw a
combination 1,,t11. 11/ 111,, m .11.thgrr in a superhet

acilL'unl s.1111' h iv 1.111% an internal signal
111111. Ili .11111111111 1,111 it also r,,titains a local

at a different
freque,,,, 11.1111 111.11 ..1 Ih.. Incoming broadcast.

In flit- ft. Tic of %.11.oiv,1 mixer stage, these two tilt-
ferciit ugn.tla ale inciguil, they still retain their individual
existence up to a point. .1 lierefore we have two different -
frequency signals going into the mixer, and at the output we
have a choice of several different products.

If I. Ihr f. tiii, n. t ..f broadcast, we
11,,1161 hod it II ,At. y Of the local
.r.' 111.11'0 , 111.11 1%1/11111 1/r ifIrlr If \sr 111111'11 ill a frequency

1,11 tire sum of thev.1,1, e,1,1.1iI,(1 the two

, we tutu bearing Ilse same
I, '01 11111'11 111 011111 s; 011111 111' 01111.111;111 it% the original

111 the ut 1111. II, finally, we tuned to a fm.
(loco, aimed ..11.1,.,, ling the one input frequency from
the ,, d,,,,,I,I html yet amidiet replica of the anginal

1111011

stlf the 11...1111 the oscillator an be arranged
it 111111111 ., 1111 10 1100 , 111 ;I lot above, that Of the aerial

11, 1111 111 111.111., 1` 11 r. ,11;;;.1*, for reasons of oanvatiatee to

Resign 10,,, :It .111 lir 111.14 to work.
Now, in a stspctlict el I from the output of

the frequency -changer ot u l ucr One I1111, iic:y only, which can
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MARINO AND IIIIPAIRIND TRANSISTOR RADIOS

be either the sun or the difference of the mixing prucesi dr.

tailed above.
In other words, if the signal coming in from the bro.idt,,t

station is on 300 kfl: and the local oscillator s iviirling

755 LH& the mixing prows will give us two fresh (trile:lam.

755 4. 500 us 2f.5 - 300. If we choose the Latter we have a

fresh frequency of 455 411z, which is known as the "inter-

mediate frequency."

t CI

re_

ra. 4.1

ro

If the *nal is on 300 kat and the local oscillation on
155 we can still obtain a 455 kHz 14, but the tuning range
of the escalator wction u going to be pretty hopeks to line
up with that of the aerial section.

II we choose the sun of 755 and 300 we would have an
i4 of 1055 kHz. 455 kHz is actually a standard i4 for which
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ready-mack 14 trandonners are easily obtainable; 1055 is not.
(But several different I -f standard frequencies are available,
which can he arrived at by further juggling with the tuning.)

Returning to the practical aspects, Fig. 4.1 shows a impk
type of transistorized frequency -changer. There are several
other ponible designs for f -c and mixer stages in a transistor
set.

LO is a small coupling coil on the ferrite rod which can
be used for introducing signals from an external aerial, such
as a CAS' aerial Of pOliAble leirscopec rod such as one sees on
certain transistor arts, especially thole with a short-wave range
its addition to the usual long and medium wave facilities.

1.1 is the principal tuning -coil for the input circuit of the
frequency -changer. It will mast probably take the form of a
single -layer winding on the ferrite rod. If there are long -wave
or short-wave ranges, these will be catered for by additional
coils and the necessary wavechange switching arrangements.

L5 tunes the vacillator circuit. which is completed by the
coupling -in of 1.3 and IA in the collector and emitter circuits

respectively.
LI and 13 arc tuned simultaneously by the two sections of

a twin -gang tuning capacitor, CI with uinuna capacitors
for fine alignment, CT I /CT2.

The transistor may be, say, an AF117 or an 0C170, but
there are various other suitable types for use in this pukka.
The values of the various small vamp ones, such as resistor
etc., will be chosen to suit the particular transistor in use.
RI should be not lee than 10K and R2 not less than 2.7K.
R3 and R4 can be around IK.

IFTI is the first 14 transformer. Probably this will be
working on 455 kHZ; but other intermediate frequencies are
also used in some receivers.

Some transistor i-f transformers have only one tuned wind-
ing, the other winding bring untuned but arranged to match
the input impedance of the next transiting. This can also be
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dune by a tapping on the larger inductance needed for the

tuned type of winding.
The i-f transformer will normally be enclosed in a metal

wreening-can, which is earthed. This is shown by the dotted

lines surrounding IFTI in Fig. 4-1. The screening has been
omitted, fur the sake of clarity, in Fig. 5-1 but will of course

be normal design for WTI and 11.1r2 in this circuit also.
The capacitors Cx, Cy, etc., are not numbered because they

arc not normally induded in a list of parts, since they are

usually supplied ready -fitted inside the ift cans as an integral

part of the i-f transformers.
'The connection marked AA, BB in Fig. 4-1 correspond

with chive similarly marked in Fig. 5-1 (WTI is shown again
in this diagram as it is really an integral part of the 1-1 ampli-
fier though the primary winding is equally an essential part
of the preceding stage (i.e., the frequency -changer).

There is hardly any basic difference between the circuit of a
frequency -changer in a complete, self-contained transistor re-
ceiver, and the circuit of a superbet converter or adaptor for
use with another MW/LW receiver to provide world-wide re-
ception from short-wave stations.

A number of different circuits can be used for short-wave
converter or adaptor units. It is mainly the tuning arrange-
ments which differ. Same have quartz crystals for frequency -
control in the local oscillator section.

The very simple arrangement shown in Fig. 4-1 but with
smaller -capacity types for C:I and C2, will give quite good
results, however, and even with this there is scope for experi-
ment. Several variations on the basic theme are possible and
worth trying. Dandifies -ad tuning will be an advantage, substi-
tuting a small capacity twin-gang variable instead of the trim-
mers cri and C.T2.

Any experimenting you do with circuits like this is an aid
towards better understanding of more elaborate arrangements
in factory -built receivers, and will help you to cope with these
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when you go in for any repair work, servicing or maintenance

on them.
Where tuned -circuit alignment is concerned, for instance,

the effect of adjustments is more drastic on short waves and

therefore more readily observable. Merely turning the ferrite
awe in or out of the coil -former of a short-wave winding,
especially in the oscillator section, will shift the circuit through
such a vast range of frequencies dust the effect is much more
noticeable than in the case, say, of a lung -wave circuit.

A question which beginners may ask is: "Can modern inte-
grated -circuit modules be used as a 'heart' for a short-wave
adaptor or converter?"

Provided a suitable type of i-c module is selected, the answer

is "Ycs".
But various circuit modifications are necessary to suit the

facilities provided by these modules, and beginners will find
it more convenient to refer to an appropriate design giving full
specification and constructional details for an i-c version of

this circuit rather than to try and adapt the basic arrangement
for separate or 'discrete' components shown herewith.

The integrated circuit in this, as in other applications, has
the advantage of greater reliability as a rule. Moreover, it tends
to cut out the need for experimenting in certain ditections.

If, however, you like experimenting, you may prefer the
separate -component versions of this circuit, and it is true that
you can learn more from these as the necessary trial -and -error

proceedings can be both interesting and informative.
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MAKING AND ISPAIRIPIG TRANSISTOR RADIOS

and snuff fixed capacitors. Cx and Cy. in parallel (Since them

capaasors nonnallyare  an integral pan of the aft, and are not
acuity, hoed in a Parts List they are not numbered in the
charm; our is the third such capaator, acres the primary
of IFT2, which is abo a tapped winding.)

In di, particular circuit, the secondary of IFT2 is not
upped. has no capacinx across it, and is of an impedance
jear.ta.- for crumbing into the input circuit of the next tran-
sistor sage.

IFT1 and IFT: wall norznally be ahncst totally enclosed in
metal iarauntauac which arc earthed. For the sake of
datiry and simplicity, dice cans are not shown in Fig. 5-1.
In most circuit chagrin's. they would be indicated by a fa-
un& of dotted he all round than, connected to an earth
symbol.

The respective intermediate frequencies used in ordinary
a -en sea jot long, medium and than waves; and in vhf -fm sea
we. obviously, widely different. 455 kHz and 10,700 kHz are
upicaL This enorznocs disparity is must fortunate as it can be
put to good account in simpfdying deign of sets intended for
both arm and f-tn reception.

Instead of hav'xig to switch in the appropriate ift for each
"ban, all the ift's arc wired permanently into circuit and the
signab alsomatically select the right if t for the mode in use!
Is other words, the difference is so wide that the 455 kHz
signals (gages the 10.7 MHz windings, and the 10.7 MHz
signals ignore the 455 kHz windings.

The two eta of windings are joined in series.
The choice of

intainetfure-frequency transformers is quitewide in a umber of respects
Fes, you bare a choice of ready-made or home-madetypes For the layer.

complete assemblies are available for adamp which meow. a screening-can, coil former base.rsp core" and screw-core. Another type comdietbobfAq prises the CM
IRTCW-aRT, etc Yet another, specially de -
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IX MMMMM DIATE-TREQUENCY
AUPLITIERS

signed for transistor receivers, comprises
c.an, teal tc bobbin,

ferrite shell. nylon being. base with terminal -pins, et

Winding -data is available for different
ifrequences in each

cave. The
assemblies in the above -mentioned

examples arc a

product
of Neosid limited.

Where ready-nude i-f transformas are concerne, it is
tran

im-
-

portant to choose types that arc expressly bk to use
designed for

motor use. (In some circuits it is admittedly possi

older types which were meant for valve sets, but usually some

adaptation is needed and the transformers are bulkier than is

deairable for transistor equipment in which miniaturization is

a normal aim.)
Transformers are avaiLvbk for a number of different inter-

mediate frequencies. 455 kHz is about the conunonest one in

the United States. But over here we have a wider choke.

though we are gradually settling down to greater standard-
ization in this respect (Factory-built valve receivers of bygone

years have used a great many different i-rs.)
Types available for the home coasts -tit-tor include 455 kHz,

1,620 kHz (often described as 1.6 MHz), and 10.7 MHz. The
last-named is for VHF -FM receivers, as you will have

gathered.
Although an i-f transformer is the most familiar inter-

tranistor device in an intermediate -frequency amplifier, there
arc other alternatives, the most important of which is the
ceramic i-f filter.

This is a piezo-electric device, having some features more
or kis in common with the quartz -crystal used as a frequency
controlling device in transmitter or other oscillators.

Ina typical i-f amplifier using ceramic filters (such as the
Brush Clevite "Transfilters"), there would be one of their
between the frequency-changer or mixer and the first i-f
transistor; another ceramic filter between the latter and the
second transistor; and a conventional i-f transformer be-
tween the last named and the detector stage.
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At the tithe of writing, such filters are obtairuihie
throughcertain retail mail order fums, etc.. and art available in typodesigned for use at several intermediate

frequencies--eg. 455kHz (the favourite one for American receivers), and 465 or470 kHz (two commonly-u.sed alternatives in British
circuits,.

Various set-di:siva employing this class of
inter-trarairon

coupling in the i-1 stages have appeared in the technical
pro,from time to time.

The whole design of this part of the circuit has, of eoune,to be planned to suit the filters, if best results are to be uh
tained, since their principles of operation are, naturally, quitedifferent from those of i-f transformers.

Some sort of detector is normally an essential part of every

radio receiving circuit.
Even the simplest sets incorporate a detector; in fact, the

simplest of all is the crystal set or single diode receiver, or

one -transistor receiver in which the solid-state detector is the

only 'active' component in the circuit.
The function of a detector is to rectify the incoming signals,

or demodulate them, so that they will (after
except in the very simplest acts) be capable
phone's or a loudspeaker.

In the first chapter we saw the simplest

a -f amplification,

of actuating ear

kind of radio do-
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Olt ICTOR

VII

AVC

leg 6-3

lector circuit, using a singly diode. In reflex circuits two
arrangements are ontrunonly used. Fig. 6-I and Fig. 7-1 show
these, the former with a single diode and the latter with a pair,
which are normally of the same type though this is not abso-
lutely essential.

Several different types of germanium diode are often sped-fied for DI and 1)2 in Fig. 7-I. Favourite ones include the
0A81, 0A91, and sometimes the 0A85, or 0A71. As with
transiston, older types al diode are superceded by new ones,often smaller, which is a help in a miniaturized receiver.

The double diode circuit we have been discussing is avoltage doubler
arrangement. As already stated earlier on, insome reflex circuits

only one diode is used, instead of the twothat we find in the voltage-doubler.
The kind of demodulator used in a circuit depends verylargely on whether it is to deal with amplitude-modulationGar l) or

frequency -modulation (fm) or both.For 410. an ordinary diode detector is usual in most or -
48
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I4. 6-3

cuits. Fig. 6.2 shows the detector stage of a typical a -m re-

ceiver designed for short, medium and long waves. If the set

has two i-f amplifying stages, which is quite usual, there will
be three i-f transfomiers, and the diode detector is plced, as
you can see, in the secondary circuit of the third trans-

former, marked "[VD".

1 kg. (-4

In the particular circuit shown, automatic control of gain
is provided by a line going back to the bottom end of the
secondary winding of the first i-f transformer in the set. The
audio signal developed across VR1, acting as volume -control,is fed to the base circuit of the first a -f amplifying stage. In a
typical standard circuit this may be followed by a driver and
push-pull pair of output transistors.

In less conventional circuits other arrangements may how-ever be used.
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h-3 shows the maul frAlincs of a DelAulfor deter
star in a transistorized a-ni superliet receiver. 'This is a very
simple arrungetnent, but diode detection is more often

used,
Frequency modulation involves the use of sennething a bit

more elaborate. Diodes, usually a matched pair. are normally
employed. Two commonly-used circuits for f-rn demodulation
are the ratio detector and some fonn of discriminator. Other
methods are. however, ixassible.

Figs. 6-4 and 6-5 show, in greatly simplified form, the
main features of these two systems. The final i-f transformer is

shown in block form; within the rectangle marked "final IFT"
there would be the al primary and secondary windings of
course, togedwr with other small components. The secondaries
AN tapped, with perhaps a resistor leading out in the dim.
criminator and an inductive winding leading out in the ratio
detector.

ei-s

In actual prai tire the circuitry of a typical receiver in these
demodulator stages nay well be a good deal more complex
than is suggested by these over -simplified diagrams which an
intended only to give you a rough idea of the basic alrAnge-
inent. For servicing purposes you will of courw use the polies
receiver -manufacturer's circuit diagram appertaining to the
aimed net you are dealing with; and should you be ("1"1""
mg you would Is- well adviwil to refer to a fully -detailed design
bee the type of receiver.
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Reflex Circuits

Reflex circuits are far from new. They were used by some
constnictors in the early days of broadcasting, when valves
and components were neither plentiful nor cheap. Any circuit
that would make one valve stage do the work of two was ab-
surrd of popularity.

When valves and other components became Irma costly, inure
efficient and MOM plentiful, the reflex circuit went out of
fashion, except for occasional use in some special receives.

But when transistors faille on the scene, the reflex circuit
came back into widespread use again. Early transistors were
,sot very cheap, not at all plentiful and nut nearly as efficient
as those of the present day. Tlwrefoor a circuit that would
make one transistor do the work of two had a strong appeal
to the constructor.

Although transistors are tiny compared with valves, even
the space taken up by one eau& transistor and its associated
componenui is a material factor in an ultra -miniaturized set.
Moreover, an ultra -miniature set, if it is to be completely self-
contained, must have a very small ferrite aerial assembly and
very tiny battery. The small aerial necessitates the use of a
circuit with very high gain and amplification; and the small
physical size of the battery tends (despite the great achieve-
ments of miniaturization in cells) to limit the permissible cur-
rent consumption that is economically feasible.

Thew, and other, factors all favour the use of a rent%
circuit. (About the only other alternative is a mien, -miniature
integrated -circuit module system.)
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MAKING AND REPAIRING TRANSISTOR RADIOS

Rellexing enables an ultraminiature receiver such as the
Sinclair Nficmmatic (smaller than a matchbox, complete with
built-in ferrite -rod aerial and a battery comprising two Mat.
lory mercury cells) to incorporate a six -stage circuit while
using only three transistors and two diodes.

The first two transistors provide two stages of r -f amplifica-
tion, then the signals are rectified by the double -diode de-
tector stage, and the resulting audio signals are reflrxed back
and paved through all three transistors now acting as a -f

amplifying stages.
This type of circuit not only reduces the number of tran-

sistors required but also the number of associated components.
The Nficromatic provides a six -stage receiver with only 9 fixed
resistors and 6 fixed capacitors. Thus reflrxing effects a great
reduction not only in the number of transistors but also in
the number of other components required.

Not only are there fewer items to buy and assemble, but
fewer also to test and replace if and when servicing is required.

Reflex circuits are admittedly a little more difficult to design
than ordinary straight circuits, and some of them can be a
bit tricky to get working properly. But, in the writer's opinion,
the advantages of a reflex circuit far outweigh its drawbacks.

In a typical two -transistor reflex circuit, there are only two
transistors and one or two diodes to replace in the event of
accidental damage or breakdown. There are few associated
resistors and capacitors to give possible trouble. There are
fewer soldered joints. The whole thing is smaller, cheaper,easier and quicker to service. Current consumption is less,
thus prolonging battery life, reducing the physical size of the
necessary battery and lowering the running costs.

Fig. 7-1 shows one version of a popular reflex arrangementin which the reflexing action is confined to the tint transistor
wage. This may be followed by as many a -f amplifying stagesas arc neck

uary and practicable to give whatever standard ofvolume and quality you require.
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The majority of published designs using some variation on

this basic theme are described for medium -waveband only.
This of course simplifies construction and eliminates the nerd

for any wavechange switching. But this kind of circuit will
work well over a very wide range of frequencies, given suitable

transistors., and can therefore be designed for abort and long
as well as medium wavebands.

There is a great deal of scope for easy and fascinating

CI

ct

TR,

Sr

Cr

C3

Fig. 7.1

experiments with different versions of the basic circuit shown
in Fig. 7-1. It can be used as the first stage of a complete set
incorporating a required number of a -f stages to give either
headphone or loudspeaker reproduction as desired. Or it can
be built as a self-contained unit forming a "front end" for use
with a separate audio amplifier or with the a -f stages of an
existing receiver.

Yet another application for this simple circuit is to use it
as a miniature portable monitor receiver for short-range check-
ing on an amateur transmitter. In this version it can be com-
bined with a field -strength meter circuit.

If you look through past and current volumes of the various
radio technical journals catering for home constructors, you
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will find a number of interesting practical designs based mole
or lea on this fundamental circuit arrangement.

In some of these it is neccuaryto stick to a prescribed
out, while in others there is constderabk latitude for

experi.
rent and experienced constructors will find it more interesting
to plan their own variations on the designer's theme than to
copy the suggested prototype version.

&own, however, would do better to scan by following
the published plan, even if they introduce modifications of
their own at a 12/1t1 stage.

.Apart hem the conventional reflex arrangements which we
variations on the basic circuit shown in Fig. 7-I, one or two
unusual arrangements are possible for special purposes or for
use in certain locations-for example, in areas of very high
signal -strength

One such design, published a few years ago. utilized a single
a4 type transistor in a very unusual circuit which gave loud-
speaker reception of the long -wave BBC station (now known
as Rack 2) on 200 kHz.

This shows that there is a great deal of scope for experiment
and research with fairly ample reflex circuits. Their poi-
lalitics are much greater than one might suppose from a
superficial look at the basic arrangements.
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CHAPTER

Short -Wave Adaptors or Converters

SUM transistors work very well in simple adaptor or con-
vener units for shun -wave reception.

These are add-on units which are used in conjunction with
an ordinary medium -and -long -wave broadcast receiver. They
enable you to hear short-wave stations from all over the world.
without (necessarily) having to make any internal alterations
to the existing broadcast receiver.

The add-on unit can have its own power -supply- a small
tramistor battery will generally be quite economical for this-
and it can be detached from the big receiver in a moment
when not required.

A number of different designs for short-wave add-on units
of this class have been evolved over the years. Each has its
own advantages and snags. MoSt of them work quite well,
and will satisfy anyone who does not expect them to do the
impossille by giving multi comparable to those obtainable
from a proper communications-type abort -wave superhetero-
dyne maim.

The simplest short-wave adaptors can take two main fonts.
One is a reflex "front end" which can feed into the audio
stages of a broadcast receiver, or indeed any kind of audio
amplifier, such as that to be found in a record-player. The
other is a tingle -transistor auperbet circuit arranged to give
an intermecEtate-frequency output within the broadcast wave -

The latter unit can also be arranged, of course, to give an
output on some standard i-f, such as the i-f amplifiers in an
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ordinary 'umbel work on. But this is likely to entail some
difficulty in feeding into the main receiver, whereas the our.
put in die broadcast bands covered by the ordinary set.1 medal

tuning circuit entaih no difficulties of this son, nor any Altera.

don to the inside "works" of the big set.

Almon any normal transistor -type frequency -changer cir-
cult can be altered or adapted to (am an add-on short-wave

unit. The arrangement shown in Fig. is a simple and
effective one which the writer 11:11 used sileeradoily as an

external *denier to get short -west, ,,n several dif-
ferent broadcast receivers of the \5,', V -only dam.

The chief difference betwr, it 1111, .11, art and the average
frequencychanger, as fotio,1 III .1 normal superhet receiver, is
in the tuned Cif (11ii 1.5 40141 ( This If a medium -wave cad,

either plain Icrtife4.,,.41 1,1. 11, when shunted with the

trimmer ClipAritol (:?. it to a Cometileint frequency
within die br,,A,I,.,1 I hi freTirnry should be
ditneri 314/ 11..11 it .11 1011 111/11 I. IP/1111.11k orioccu-

pied by any irg,(1.41 1,,,,...1..,1 Ill ,,t11( reason.

ably clear spot.
TI., Phis -wave twirtlin, I '. .1.1 f 1 Awl I 1. \'(.2,

V(.t v,ivr the
r1.11..11, ..I .411 11, r.1111,11t ,.11 the fre-
ri uuly !Wit fl lir I Alrl I I'11, III wing will be
14.eikd It, hod Ili, 11:0,1 14'14t.1.1 ,.1 11,1114 I.., I Mid 1.3, and
the orricti .1 I CI Noir Ilt.11 .1 .11111 '( :2 are
Wahoni III .1 twili.g.itig iiirfrialrly a slitirt
wave type

TCI is a pre-sei while V(3 is a mingle -sr, 11.41
bandspraitl capar.itia IIq fitir mum,. (If 1I11111r.
vita

i 11.1 .01.1\1 I( I

mould then It, IN 110-.1 Ills \ 111.111 iitil
trotdd 141/1 hut. 11,, .41441. ,1.. 1110 111.11,r1 111111111! 11

MISS 111 11. 1h, .0 1i.il Iq 11.11' 111/1111 11111114'. II 17

daubdul v.14.11.1 I ,,11 gain tutu 11 Iiy It

?If)

SSOST-WAVZ ADAPTOS OR COPIVISTIRS

If one is mainly interested in abort -wave broadcasting rather

than in amateur transmitters' signals, bandnireacfing may not

be weary if you are able to get bold of a really eacelkot
slow-motion drive far VC1/VC2.

Several different transistors may give good results in this
Bradt, and the exact values of the various raiston (RI, 2
and 3) should be chosen to suit the transistor you select

RI and R2 form a voltage -divider scram the power supply
and the ratio ol one to the other, rather than their actual
value in ohms. determines the bias on the base of the trail.

rig. 1-1

sitar. Thus you will find, in different designs, a wide variation
in the specified values for militias in this position, but their
ratio is usually similar regardless of their actual resistance.

For instance, you may find values specified few RI /R2 at
my 56K/I0K; 33K/6.11K; 1K, 2.7K. R3
could be, say, 1K or more, up t.. perhaps .1.9K. Practical
experimenting and checking 1 ..insutnption with a mini -
ammeter will help to ensure 1,11111 liperating conditions for
the transistor and optimum lin 1.,iiii.inoe hem the unit as a
whole.

Cl and C2 can be, my, 47 or 50 pr silver mica. C2 sad
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og can be about 100 pF iher mica. CS completes ow Estoi
fixed capacitors and can be 0.01 uF tubular paper at lame

equivakint ape, the value here is not critical
Transitory, worth mule in this circuit include the Apil5

irectimmended b% the manufactory= for use as a miaer-csol-
!aim m shirt -wave a -m larruits). the AF117 (popular in ord.
oars broadcast transistor sets but abo suitable fir short waves%

the AF1,5 (recommended t short-wave circuits', the OC.44.
the OC170 and the 0C171.

The power supply %okape is not unduly critical and may
be between about 3 and 9 volts, but the (aryl reamers may
aced so be chosen acrortfingly.

Various modifications can be tried involving different ar-
rangements of the aerial taw circuit tuning and coupling
coda One could. for issuance. use a separate coupling over-
wind for the namissor bore circuit, and a similar one in the
emitter circuit. coupfmg so the tuned oscillator winding.

Am dui arrangastest sometimes used is an =tuned oil in
the LS poition. eamiaed a lima* leads passing out of the
criverter CAW 10 dun this caa can be lamely coupled to tuning
ads in the ordinary broadcast receiver with which the con-
verter is to be used. This inductive coupling is in place of the
capacitive coupling otherwise presided by CA in Fug. 8-1.

Apart from the circuits discussed here, there are various
other Mee of adapts or camerae which have been designed
sop/aside the air of an ordinary broadcast set, or a car radio,
wish a means of horning to stations not normally receivable
an that dam of it.

A ninsher of deigns for the home construction of short -

Writ, vhf mad tat converttes have born published in various
bads redwing canes tido in the Foulsham-Sams list;, and
in ratio technical journals.

Ready-made commas for attain wavebands are also ob-
tain* bun suppliers
so * whose advertisements can be found in

me al thee rink
58
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ADAPTORS 01 CONVIRTSRS

As already stated in a previous chapter. certain

typesiDagra

of

ted-caturt modules lend themselves to incorporation in

hiquencv.changer
and shunt -wave converter circuits. It is.

et, essential to make sure that you select a really suitable

module for this purpose, that you get all the connections right,

and that the eau* separate or discrete components needed to

complete the circuit are also right for the job.

Therefore it is best to follow a complete design as already

nrcraged ember an. Such deigns may be found in various

journalsl dau lea/lets, and so on from time to time.

See aho the chapter on Integrated Circuits, in the present

beak.
Some teat -wave converters have a transistor operating as a

crystal mama and r4 mixer. A quartz frequency-control

crystal (similar to that used in a transmitter) ensures stability
and freedom from drift, on a chosen fixed frequency which is
mixed with the incoming short-wave signal frequency. The
crystal frequency is such that the output of the converter (at
signal frequency minus crystal frequency) will come within the
medium -wave band of 550-1600 kHz.

Tuning is carried out on the medium -wave receiver; when
the converter is correctly set up between the latter and a suit-
able aerial. instead of the usual medium -wave statists short_
wave stations will be heard Adjustable inductance -capacity
filters may be inserted immediately after the aerial and ahead
of the converter to prevent breakthrough of MW stations.
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Field-Ljeci Devices

YET stands for Field Effect Transistor. Whether this device

is accurately
describable as a transistor has been questioned;

but the initiab fet arc snore often used than the full title

aroway.
A let leas like a transistor but in some ways it behaves

more laic a valve. For example, its input impedance is as high

Ft.; 9.1

is that of a vale; or even higher. In fact, it can be directly
subanuted for a valve with a minimum amount of alteration

topplies.

the circuit, apart from changes inevitably in the powersu

The fn's power requirements are as modest as those of atramistor. So in many ways it combines the advantages of atransistor with those of a valve. A fee will do most of the
61
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things that a small triode valve will do; and can sometimes
be

substituted for more elaborate types of valve also.
The simplest type of let has three electrodes, called

source,
gate and drain.

These are roughly equivalent to the emitter, base and col-
lector respectively of a transistor; or to the cathode, grid and
anode respectively of a triode valve.

Fig. 9-1 shows the circuit symbol used for a fet. Note that
the part of the symbol denoting the gate has an arrow which
may point inwards or outwards. The outward -pointing arrow
is for a p -channel type of fet, and the inward -pointing arrow
denotes an n -channel type.

These signs are rather similar to the ones in an ordinary
transistor symbol, where the outward -pointing arrow denotes
an n -P -n type of transistor and the inward -pointing arrow
refers to a p -N -p type. But in the transistor it is the emitter
which is represented by the arrow, whereas in the fet it is the
gate which is so represented. This is perhaps a bit confusing.

Note that the polarity of the drain supply is positive for
n -channel fet's and negative for p -channel let's. Thus in Fig.
9-1 pct "X" is a p -channel type, and "Y" (FET 1) is an n -
channel type. Therefore the drain of FETI is connected via
the drain resistor R3 to the battery positive line.

The partial circuit shown in Fig. 9-1, incidentally, is that
of a simple audio amplifying stage.

If you ever happen to be looking through outdated back
numbers of radio technical journals, you may come across an
occasional design using a combination of transistors and
battery -type valves in a "hybrid" circuit.

An idea worth considering, if you are interested in experi-
menting for experimenting's sake, would be to try adapting
such a design into an updated version by substituting lets for
the valves. In some cases this might enable you to get the
advantages of both transistors and valves without the draw-
backs of either! The writer has not tried this, however, and
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provide

the idea is just

you
wid°111cartntitne

restigngllint doife experimenttethntatsoitmmetiignhiet

when you
tiro of more orthodox arrangements.

amount of working out, anti is not

It would take a fair

recommended for beginners. everyday circuits,
Returning to the subject of ordinary,

there are plenty of ways in which fets or their "descendants"

can be used with considerable success.

Many designs
and circuit arrangements can be found in

projects (see the

books specializing
in the subject of fet

FouLsham-Sams list of technical books for these), and in radio

or electronic technical journals.
for amateurs buying transistors

Favourite sources of supply

etc. are mail-order firms which advertise some very genuine

bargains at low prices. Naturally, the lowest -priced ranges

often include types which have been on the market a long
while and which the manufacturers have discontinued pro-

ducing.It,hie they may be regarded as obsolete in the commercial
sense, this does not necessarily mean that they arc in any way
inefficient (though they may lack certain advantages of types
which have superceded them into current production). They
may in fact provide a most useful and economical source of
material for amateur experimenting.

remember that you may run into some
f4.

But it is essential to

problems if you try to adapt latest designs, planned around
latest transistor -types, and use them with older transistors
which may not work well in them-not through any actual
defect in the transistors as such, but merely because there are
features in the design which are dependent on characteristics
found only in the more up-to-date transistor types.This is just one instance of the many ways in which the
technology of the so-simple -looking transistor is beset withproblems that the beginner would never anticipate.Some of these problems have no easy answer and you can -

gyre CT DEVICES
yIELD-
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Integrated arrangement to which you amid add
dodgy"your own choke.

As the majority of integrated dictate at present are balmon deign for commercial use in computers etc., the aniyieymust choose carduily to make sure that a pank Mar module yadaptable to his needs in producUrg botne-roustanted
mina&Sams of the meat suitable inlaffratadcircull

modulo cumcomplete with lull instructions and details of applications anddrain. There is hinny any point, thinefore, in giving mothdetails here. as they could be set out only in a very generaway and would not be particularly helpful when
you wanted

to we a particular nsoduk by a given manufacturer. As it ismast amential to add all external circuitry
comedy, only the

makers' inenuctions should be followed.
As an altanadve to the circuit information bawd by the

actual nuutufacuules or suppling, you could of course try one
or other al the various interesting designs for amplifies and
Milder projects which appear from time to tone in the technl-
cal jouniah devoted to radio and electronics.

When i-es fine became available for amateur we, such
ankles woe few and far between, but with the increase in the
variety and ansilability of &vic w more and more designs
'amputating Mee are being publisbed.

The me of i-c's certainly simplifies construction (as well as
mewing bulk, weight, etc.), and in this aspect they have a
strong appeal for beginners; but it is important to follow
manly the designer's inunsetiona and to realiae that those
ineructions may apply only so the particular it model that
is merited is the Pans Um.

Any attempt to combine diffanst deigns, or use otherdevices than those actually opecified. should be avoided by a
beginner or anyone who is nos compktely conversant with
Unrivaled circuits.

Sam a rad rainy of those modules or device are. at
Present- intended in the fint place lot industrial or colusamacial

66

use, their eultabilo t amateur plUjeCll is apt to be depen-

dent on ingenious .,taptation rather than initial design, m
some caws at lean; and this may be difficult for anyone who

Is nut entirely at home with them.

llama integrated circuit modules are expressly suitable for

radio receiver construction. What these we casicenwd, of
comer, it is not a matter of adaptation but of straightforward

taw in conjunction with a suitable selection of "discrete" coop

patients cannoned in accordance with an appropriate design.
One such device currently available at the time of writing

is the TAD100 by Mulls:do. This is a ilicon type it and is

suitable for amplitude -modulated receivers; but the "front"
hail of it can be used for 10.7 hale intennediate-11 re:qui:my
amplification in a vhf -fin receiver also if desired.

The amingenient of the TAD100 k such that it tonne
the "haul" of leveret stages in an am receiva; i.e., the
mixer, oscillator, 14 amplifier and audio meamplifier, to-
gether with automatic gain control circuitry.

Thia particular unit dam not include audio output tran-
sistors so you can make your own choke of transiston for the
"final", according to what audio power etc. you require. and
also according to what battery or maim -unit facilities you
have available.

Any data you can get bold of from suppliers or mann-
&aural of integrated circuits is well worth collecting, for
future we in any projects you may decide to ceperiment
with, as of course it is mast important to pumas accurate
detailed infatuation about the circuitry and connections of
any module before you attempt to we it.

A good many fans are now engaged in the manufacture,
distribution and retailing of integrated circuit devices The
number of such concerns is likely to increase steadily in the
future, and therefore it would be no use to attempt to give an
estimative lin Isere. It would probably be far from complete
by the time you read thew lines
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ft may, however, be of some help to mention a few
typicalexamples of businesses that are currently

concerned with hand.hug these devices.

On the manufacturing side, narnes that come to mind in.dude /dullard. Plessey, Sinclair, General Asionic
AssonritekRCA, Fairchild. Motorola, General Electric, etc. Some ofthese firms are American in origin but their products areavailable user here.

On the distributing or retail sides, more and more limnare likely to be aiming stocks, and therefore
a comprehensivehst cannot be attempted here.

But, again, it may be helpful to mention a few
typicalsuppliers to whom enquiries may be addressed. Stocks are con-

stantly changing, of course, and up-to-date information shouldbe obtained in every case. Current advertisements ill radiotechnical journals should be consulted to verify locations incase there has been any change of address since these lineswere written.

General Electric i-c units: enquire from Jermyn
Industries,Vestry Estate, Sevenoaks, Kent.

Afullard, Plessey, etc. i-c's: 1ST Components, 7 Coptfold
Road. Brentwood, FAME.

Lasky's Radio Limited, 3-15, Cavell Street, Tower Ham-lets, London, E. I.
Sinclair, etc.. G. W. Smith & Co. (Radio) Limited, 3 and34, Lisle Street, London, W.C.2.

Fairchild, General Electric, Mullard, Motorola, RCA etc.Marshall & Son, 28 Cricklewood
Broadway, London,N.W.2.

General Avionics: Dart Electronics, P.O. Box No. 47,With.un, Essex.
Peak Sound

(Harrow) Ltd., 32 St. Judes Road, Engfr-field Green,
F.gharn, Surrey.

Kinver Electronia Ltd., Stone Lane, Kinver, Stourbridge,Worcestershire.

40.411
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CHAP"' ER II

Testing Before Building

Most cautructors, having selected a circuit and made up their

minds to build urine project or other, are probably sr) eager

to begin actual amstruction that they can hardly wait fur the

soldering -iron to heat up!
The idea of stopping to test every single comp.ment in the

Parts List before attempting to use it in the new set is decidedly

unattractive because it involves a little delay.
But the delay involved in such preliminary testing is time

well spent and is negligible compared with the hours that can
be wasted afterwards in the exasperating task of trying to find
and cure some elusive fault in the completed set, if it fails to
work in the way that it should, after completion.

Although one can invariably succeed in getting transistor
projects to work very well eventually, complete silence or poor
results at the first attempt seems to be an experience that is by
no means uncommon.

One often reads, or hears, complaints that transistor pro-
jects attempted by various home -constructors have failed to
work on completion.

There are several possible explanations of such failures. But
one thing is certain: the risk of failure can be minimized by
simply testing each component separately before assembling
into circuit.

/a rile testing of components in a completed project is

often very difficult and unless one has extremely accurate and
advanced tot equipment, the results may be misleading to say
the least.
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But the majority of components can be tested
separately,before use. with very little difficulty and often with

Simple,inexpensive tea -gear.
A reasonably accurate volt-olun-milliammeter

will suffice totest components for most of the circuits discussed in the proembook.

If you establish that every component is in good order be.
fore you start building the project, and it

subsequently fails towork on completion, you can be pretty sure that the
cause offailure is either a mistake in connections

or damage due tooverheating in the course of soldering.
But if you build a set with untested

components, you can-not tell whether failure is due to the two causes just men.Mined. or to a multiplicity of pissible faults in anything froma dozen to a hundred
components, according to the complexityof the set.

Earn brand-new, unused components arc occasionally faulty.This may be from a variety of causes: defective
material,faulty lAorkinanship, damage in transit, thunage in storage,careless handling and so on.

Such components, if under guarantee, are much more likelyto be replaced without question by the supplier if you are ableto point out the defect in the component as received from him,rather than after it has been soldered into circuit, tried out,found faulty, unsoldered and returned.In the case of secondhand,
salvaged, ex -Government ormanufacturers'

surplus components, preliminary testing is al-ways strongly advisable. Many such items turn out to be inperfect condition (even if they have been stored for years);but to build them into a set without
bothering to check theircondition beforehand is

certainly asking for trouble.When one considers that a minor fault in one trivial com-ponent can result in a complete set being reduced to silence,the importance of
testing every single item is obvious.Sometimes one read or hears of an individual constructor
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TESTING BEFORE SLILDING

having a
succession of failures with transistor equipment.

One

cannot help feeling that the most probable explanation of this

particular item which,
is the re -use over and over again of one

unknown to the constructor, is faulty.

Ile probably tests
all the more important and complicated

items in the set, but when it comes to some very simple,

straightforward part
such as a connector or a very elementary

switch, he assumes that it is in working order. If it isn't, and he

re -uses it again and again, then he will get a succmion of

failures.

Proper systematic
testing of the finished circuit should of

course enable one to pinpoint a fault of this kind; hut in any

case it is far easier to test the components separately out of

the set than to do so once they have been soldered into circuit.

In the latter condition, it is only too easy to get false or

misleading meter indications due to components being shunted

by other parts which provide a parallel current -path, thus up-

setting the accuracy of, say, an ohmmeter reading.

Where, for example, you have a fixed capacitor and a fixed

resistor in parallel, it is almost impassible to tell, from in situ

testing with an ohmmeter, whether the resistor is slightly off
nominal value, or whether the capacitor is seriously leaky.
But if you tested each component separately with the same
meter, before set -assembly, you could tell at a glance where the

fault lay.
In troubleshooting a set that is brought to you for repair,

it is quite impracticable to disconnect each individual com-
ponent for test, and you will be obliged to do most of your
preliminary diagnosing with the components in situ. Having
formed a rough idea of whereabouts the fault or faults must be
located, you can disconnect any component that is strongly
suspect, and test it out of circuit.

But when you are building a set from scratch, it is far
better and quicker to test each component separately by itself,
before you attempt to connect it into circuit.
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WAXING AND REIAIRING
TRANSISTOR RA/MillHow should you test individual

components; and what
faults should yrni look for?

The method and scope of the tests must depend
on whattot -gear you have available. You should carry Out ;13
many 43*ble of the following tests:

For fixed resistors: check the actual resistance
value inohms of the resistance element. See that there is no visibleexternal damage to the component. If it is a re -used part, lookfor any signs of it having been overheated in

use-i.e., dis.co/ouration, scorching, molten was, etc.
For variable resistors

(potentiometers, volume
controls, tonecontrols, etc.): check the resistance -value of the element. Ex-amine for any signs of mechanical

detects, physical
damage,corrosion or dirt in the

spindle -bearing, etc. Connecting theohmmeter between one end of the resistance element and theslider. notice whether
the change in resistance as the control ismtated is smooth and
steady or erratic and jerky (shown by themeter needle flickering instead of

moving steadily across thescale).

For variable capacitors, use ohmmeter to check (or short-circuits between fixed and moving vanes as the control isrotated. Hold
component up to light (if it is an air -spacedtype) and see if there

are any specks of dust, powdered metal,etc., between the rotor and stator vanes. Check the contact tothe rotor and see if the
spindle -bearing and ball -race are deanand

adequately lubricated.
For fixed capacitors: measure capacity it suitable equip-ment is

available; check (or leakage or short-circuiting byusing
oglunmeter; look for any physical damage, signs of over-heatin, etc.

Verify Polarity of
transistors, diodes and other serniconduc-ton. Be careful not to carry out any tests of a kind whichmight cause

any damage to the
components under test. In thecase of

very smitive
semiconductors, such as certain types of
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TESTING Br-TORE BUILDING

reason to believe the component is faulty.

ou have good

let, it might be better to avoid toting unless y

Even if the transistors
etc. are eventually going to be sol-

dered into
circuit, in the preliminary stages

of construction

-i.e., up to the point
where the first "trial

so

run" is
rule out
carried

out-it may be best to use transistor holders, as to

any postibility
of overheating through soldering.

Continuing with the methods of toting comixinents:-

For transformers,
check the windings for continuity and

d.c resistance;
check for insulation; examine for any sign of

physical damage;
and if any means is available to do so, check

for shorted turns.
For r -f and a -f chokes, and for coils, the procedure is

similar.
For switches: check for contact, smooth movement, and

correct mechanical operation. Check insulation on wavechange

switches and mains switches. Check speed of operation on

quick -make -and-break types.
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the components and tranistces you use is. your own copy.

circuits are rim parucularly cnucal and arRs-

jdeabk latitude bosh in the characteristics of the transistors

used and in the tolerances of the associated components.
Others, however, ere critical in both respects. Reflex circuits

sometimes craw within this category; and they can ale be
tricky in regard to layout.

In dealing with a tricky or critical circuit, you may have to
do quite a bit of experimenting and re -designing before you
achieve results that are one hundred per cent succeasful. This
nib for quite a lot of patience and, if you realize beforehand
that a ckcuit is likely to prove at all tricky, it will probably
be beat to hook it up roughly for a preliminary test before
attempting to finalize the construction in permanent form.

One word of warning, though: do not book it up too
roughly, or you may find the result is a Cake of "more haste,len speed." If the wiring or connections are made carelessly,
prix amtact may give misleadingly impaired results, or short:circuits may cause costly damage to expensive transistors etc.

chicrepanciaSIMCdmignersin paihaormancesest.uedbetthat tbrveenritdihave
found greater

victual samples of a
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TRANSISTOR
RAO1011given type of transistor than they have found bet

fcrent types of transistor!
.ween dif.So you can well

appreciate, from this, the
difficulty of

exactly duplicating the performance of a designees
original

prototype even if you use the transistor
types specified.But, fonunately, the difficulty can often be

overcome to a
great extent by

adjusting the bias etc. on the
transistor to

compensate as far as possible for individual
differences.

In snaking any alterations to your version of a designeescircuit, however, it is vitally important to make sure that you
do not exceed thn. maximum voltage or current ratings laiddown for the pal lii illar transistors

you arc using. You will findthese figures in the manufacturers' technical literature or inthe data given in various published transistor lists.Perhaps the safest plan 13 to use variable
resistors in serieswith fixed ones (or any experimental changes in hiss etc. Thefixed resistor should be chosen such that it Is ill prevent avoltage or current rise above the recommend, ,l maximum.Adjustment to an optimum value below that maximum canthen be made

by simply turning the control -knob of a variableresistor joined in scrim with the fixed one.

test meter you should be able to arrive at a setting which willgive best results without hazarding the transistor in any way.When you have found the correct setting of the variableresistor, you can disconnect the battery supply, and use theohms range of your multimeter to measure as accurately aspossible the total resistance of the fixed resistor plus the por-tion of the variable resistor track which is actually in circuit.The resultant figure will give you a guide in choosing a suit-able fixed resistor to replace permanently the temporary com-bination of fixed and variable ones.If you cannot get a single fixed resistor accurate enoughto serve the
purpose, you can build up the required value byYining two resistors in

aeries, checking the result with the
76
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meter before making the final choice and wiring the com-

punclts
designingiri an

t° the circuit.

ext.perimenting,
it is important to re-

member that
certain factors in a set tend to be interdependent.

Altering the value of one component may necessitate changing

the value of another one as well.

One of the tricky things about experimenting with tran-

sistors is the fact that, although modern semiconductors are

very robust in some respects, they are easily damaged in others.

Moreover, damage or destruction can occur almost instan-
taneously. So take care not to let the transistor or diode over-
heat either through excessive current or through excessive heat

from a soldering -iron.
Often it is the length of time the iron is applied, or the

absence of a proper heatsink, which does more damage than
the actual temperature of the iron. A small, hot, dean, well -
tinned bit, applied briefly, may be much safer for the tran-
sistor than a larger, cooler, badly -tinned bit held on the con-
nection too long.

Gripping the transistor leads with a pair of fine -nosed pliers
will usually serve as a heat -sink to conduct away any excess
heat in the soldering -process. It is necessary to apply the heat -
sink between the point of contact with the hot iron (or "bit")
and the body of the transistor.

With very sensitive devices, notably some types of fet, special
precautions have to be taken when soldering.

Special miniature loudspeakers are avilable for use in very
small personal -portable transistor sets.

Although some of these give surprising volume in view of
their size, and also reproduce speech very clearly, they over-
load if the volume exceeds a moderate level and their
duction of music is decidedly limited in tone and quality.

If one wants really good-quality reproduction combined
with ample volume a much larger speaker is necessary, and
something in the nature of a baffle. Obviously this means that
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TRANSISTOR itantosthe overall dimensions of the cabinet will put the set no t nuttend
the pocket-size

category; and the
bigger speaker

easily portable.

tend to be a good deal heavier, making the set a little
le;Can you combine miniature size, powerfulweight and excellent

quality in one
transistor set? At lint

"Itime, lightglance this would seem to be
impondble; but a possible solu-

tion to the problem is to use a miniature
set for use

when aself-contained portable is required, but to
provide facilities forlinking it to a separate extension speaker when the set is in use

Ay indoors. The latter speaker can be almost any size you
like,

within reason, and can be in a properly-designed cabinet whichwill bring out the full tonal quality of the
speaker -unit, includ-ing adequate bass response.Of course, a miniature portable has rather severe limita-tions as regards volume and quality; it is not exactly in thehi-fi class anyway. But it is nothing like as bad as the tinybuilt-in speaker tends to make it sound I

Provided that the extension speaker is correctly matchedto the output circuit of the little set, you will probably beastonished at the
vast improvement in volume and tone, especi-ally tone, which results simply from the use of a decent-sizedspeaker.

Various developments of this idea can be tried out experi-mentally. For instance, it might be worth trying the effect ofa separate
push-pull output stage built into the extensionspeaker cabinet and provided with a separate battery for

P
Power supply. It may be most convenient to use transformercoupling between the small set and the outboard push-pull"final," but the output to the speaker can be a transformed's"arrangement if preferred.

Various different configurations can be used as the basisfor this add-on
output stage feecFmg the big speaker.The various stages of a typical

superhet have been discussedindividually earlier on. To give
beginners some idea of how
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EXPERIMENTING AND DESIGNING

these individual building-blocks fit into the complete circuit,

Fig. 12-1 &bows their relative positions and the main signal -

paths etc. between them.

Fig. 12-I

This is a greatly simplified block diagram, from which much
wiring, many components and a good deal of detail will be
seen to have been omitted, for the sake of simplicity.

The usual arrow -heads denoting the polarity of the transis-
tors-PNP or NPN-have been intentionally leit out of this
diagram, as the information contained in this drawing is
common to either class of transistor. Battery or power supply
unit details have also been omitted.

The following items are shown:
1, aerial (if used); 2, ferrite rod aerial or aerial tuning coil;

3, mixer or frequency -changer transistor; 4, oscillator coils;
5, first i-f transformer; 6, first i-f transistor; 7, second i-f
transformer; 8, second i-f transistor; 9, third i-f transformer;
10, diode detector; II, volume control for audio amplifier;
12, driver transistor; 13, push-pull input transformer; 14 and
15. matched pair of output transistors in push-pull configura-
don; 16, push-pull output transformer; and 17, loudspeaker.
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CHAPTER IS

Construction Techniques

klodern factory -built transistor sets mostly employ printed-(
circuit (etched -circuit) boards, except for portions of the as-
tenthly where integrated -circuit modules arc inserted. Metal-

s. work may also be present where earthed screening, or heat
disipation, is necessary.

The home constructor, not being concerned with any sort
of mass production. has a wider choice of techniques. He can
build a set in any way he fancies, to suit his OWTI individual
requirement&

Also, curiously enough, he may have a freer hand whew
cost is concerned, because he is not competing with other
producers, and the way he distributes his expenditure over
different parts of the set is entirely up to him.

Thus he can cut costs on certain items-say, by using ex -
Government surplus, manufacturers' surplus, secondhand
parts, or even sheer junk-in sections of the drcuit when
quality is not a vital factor.

This may enable him to spend almost extravagantly on the
few items that are really crucial in determining the perform-'

once of the set, while gill eeping the overall total outlay
within his means.

In some critical circuits, one or two of the transistors them-
selves may be examples of items on which it pays to be rather
extravagant in making sure that you get really good sample&

In nearly all circuits that are to be used lot musical reps
ductioti the loudspeaker is an item which can cant* spoil
results if a "cheap and nasty" specimen is used. The only
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exception to the rule of
getting the best you Can affr d 6

the case of a set which is to be used
solely for M

4.- -.inreception.
one rade

In a short-wave receiver or ads ter
a

really
slow-motion dial is a

necessity (unless you have
very

'341bandspread with direct
control).Of course even in non -critical parts of the

circuit, h is

good

essential to make sure no
actually defective

components are
employed. A set may work

perfectly with parts that are old
and battered, though electrically Sound; but a single

dilectirecircuit working.
component (even if it is new and

unused) can stop the whole
Never uae components of doubtful quality in power supply

units which have to cope with mains
voltages.Turning now to actual

assembly and construction methods,
the home

constructor can choose between
following the con-ventional techniques used by manufacturers (which are doubt-less ideal for

factory mass-production
requirements) and trying

out some
very unconventional ideas that lend themselves to"one-off"
prototypes.

One method that the writer likes, and has found very
efficient indeed for small

assemblins, or for sub-assemblirs inlarger seta, is a akeletonized construction. In this, the smallcomponents arc entirely self-supported by their own wire -ends
This sounds a flimsy method of construction which onemight suppose would lack rigidity. But if properly done, it issurprisingly rigid and riot unrobust at all. The complete net-work, when finialted and tested, can be finally mounted on arigid insulating base of paxolin or Veroboard or other insulat-ing material. If screening is desirable, plain printed -circuitboard copper -clad on the underside can be used, the coppercladding being, of course, connected to the earth -line of thecircuitry.
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An example of skeletonized construction is shown in Fig.

13-1. (This is a simple reflex circuit employing two transistors
which the writer has used successfully.) For the sake of clarity
the whole assembly has been drawn in an open form, to show
all joints etc-, but in actual practice it can be made much
more compact. Components can be mounted as close together

as you like, provided you do not overdo it to the extent where
unwanted interaction, or any risk of short-circuiting, may
occur.

Fig. 13-I

Wires are thoroughly cleaned, joined by wrapping or wind-
ing around one another as shown, enlarged, in Fig. 13.2,
and finally connected by a touch of solder.

The assembly can be tried out, if desired, before the wrap-
around joints are completed by soldering. Contact will be
quite good enough for preliminary experimenting and for
making nue that the set is working perfectly. If results come
fully up to expectations, all you have to do to finalize the job
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is to touch each joint briefly with resin -cored old
of

radio

and TV quality, and a well -heated
soldering -iron,

Be sure to use heat-sinks to protect each
diode,

transistor

or other heat-sensitive components such as tiny resistors
which

could be damaged, or change their value, under
excessive heat.

Spring -loaded tweezers or some similar
arrangement

clipped

on the wire between the
soldering -bit and the heat

-sensitive
components will serve to conduct

the heat
away.

-.* WIRES

Fig. 13-2

Advantages of the skeletonized method is that
componentsself-supporting in air are freed from

unnecessary solid -dielec-tric lasses, and from
stray capacities due to conductors

runningparallel and close
together. Testing components in situ isgreatly facilitated, because you can sec and reach every wire,joint and

component instantly. You don't have to trace outroundabout
conducting paths as in an etched circuit.As for layout, in most cases this can follow the schematiccircuit diagram almost exactly. In the old days of valve setsand big, clumsy components, any attempt to base a practicallayout on a theoretical schematic diagram was almost impas-sible, and if you persisted in

attempting it you would end upwith a very bulky, untidy and unwieldy set.But with
transistors, solid-state diodes and miniature or evensub -miniature

components, instead of the
component beingmany times as big as its circuit

-symbol, the reverse may easily86
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be the case. In the average circuit diagram of to -day, the
symbols are often considerably larger than the actual com-

ponents they represent, unless the diagram is reproduced so
minutely as to be more or less illegible!

Therefore you will usually find that the various items can
be laid out on the actual schematic and wired up in the rela-
tive positions that their symbols occupy in the drawing. If
desired, the items can even be dosed up into more compact
grouping still, to save space where this can be done without
detriment.

For those who prefer to use more conventional methods,
such as printed circuit boards, Veroboard. Cir-kit, etc., it will
be neccsary to translate the theoretical circuit diagram into a
practical layout which will permit all of the conducting con-
nectors being in one plane, more or less, except where cross-
overs can be tolerated by the use of jumper -wires or (for
Cir-kit) slips of insulating material between the cross -over
conductors.

While printed -circuit methods are ideal for factory -built
sets, and useful also for permanent final assemblies of home-
made projects, other methods are preferable for purely experi-
mental layouts in which one wants to keep changing the com-
ponents and their relative positions.

For tentative experiments of this kind, some ingenious
"breadboard" systems have been devised. Some are in the
amateur improvised category, and some are commercially -
produced for sale by mail-order firms and other suppliers.
Details will be found in advertisements or catalogues which
should be consulted for the latest information on these

products.
In mounting transistors, say on printed -circuit boards, do

not bend the !cadmic% too close to the seal. The manufacturers
usually recommend keeping at least 1.5 mm. straight; but the
writer prefers to allow about 4 or 5 mm. if passible, as he has
found that this gives a greater margin of safety against break -
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ing the seal or even
breaking the

leadouts off right agaj
the

seal if the
transistor is

accidentally knocked at
any tit 7

risk of such
damage there will be.

fact, he finds that the
longer the leads can be

left,
th:leas.11

If the leadouts are of any appreciable
length,

however,
they

accidental
shorting.

should be sleeved with thin plastic
sleeving to

prevent
risk of.Unlike valves, transistors and other

so/id-state
derices eaa

be mounted in any desired
pritition-upright,

sideways, even

upside down. About the only
restricting factors are the

space

available and the question of
adequate heat

dimipation. Youthan for the transistors
thernse/ves.

may have to allow inue-h more
space for

essential
heatsinks
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CHAPTER 14

VHF Transistor Receivers

Some notes on simple transistor receivers for use on very high

frequencies, such as the 2 and 4 metre amateur wavebands,
BBC f -m broadcasts in Band II, etc., may be of interest to
some experimenters.

The construction of receivers for such high frequencies
presents a number of practical problems and difficulties not
met with to any appreciable extent in tackling sets intended
for use on much lower frequencies.

Therefore vhf receiver construction is not a task that a
beginner can be recommended to attempt. It is better to make
a start on something easier, and postpone vhf work until you
get more experience.

Very skilful soldering is required in vhf circuits, because
wiring must be virtually eliminated; connections have to be so
short that they are almost non-existent; components must be
soldered into circuit with negligible amounts of wire between
them; and at the same time this must be done without over-
heating any heat -sensitive pans such as small resistors, diodes,
transistors and so on. If you succeed in getting first-rate results
the work will have been very worthwhile, but unless you have
plenty of skill, dexterity, patience and technical knowledge,
you are more likely to end up with a set that fails to work
at all.

One thing that is important in vhf construction, and is
also helpful though le essential in ordinary short-wave sets,
is to connect all earth -returns in a given r -f, f -c or detector
stage to one common earthing point, and not to random
points on the chassis.
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The correct choice of
transistors is also vital.types are available

which work
very Alloy frwell on

these ..erydi-hrgh
frequencies.

Field-effect devices are also available which will
work on

these frequencies. For ex;unple, the 111f 1102.

data about his particular type, which has caused '

device. Some retailers have
inadvertently 'booed

u

Be careful about the connections to the

lead'Ilquulsiteofa

this

lilerareeiof confusion, with the result that
constructors have

wasted
much time in trying to get the AlPF102 to work with the
the bargain.
connections wrong, and

probably damaged the device into
Other transistors etc. arc

occasionally sent out
wronglymarked or with

misleading data leaflets, through trade errors.
work.
So always bear this possibility in mind if a new purchase won't

A simple superregrnerative receiver is perhaps a good pro-ect for a newcomer to vhf construction to start with; and itis possible to get a kit of parts for this.
Ready-made transistor receivers arc available which, in someinstances offer other vhf wavebands as well as thaw used forbroadcast programme transmissions.
The best and most versatile of these sets are, necessarily,rather more costly than those with more limited facilities.Various designs for vhf and uhf projects have appearedfrom time to time in the radio technical journals; a usefulsource of information

on aznateur-band apparatus for use onthese frequencies is "Radio Communication," the officialjournal of the. Radio Society of Great Britian. Anyone seri-ota/y interested in short wave transmimion and receptionwould be well advised to become a member of the RSGB.Particular' of subscription, etc., are Available on applicationto the Society
headquarters in London.

The address is now as follows:_
RSGB Ifeadquartrra, 35 Doughty Street, London, W.C.I.
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Tuned Circuit Alignment

Correct alignment of tuned circuiu is essential for best results
in any superhet receiver. In a transistor model, accurate re-
alignment during servicing may be even more vital than in
the case of a valve model.

Replacing faulty valves with new ones of the same type may
not necessarily entail any drastic realignment of the tuned
circuits. The characteristic of the replacement valve may well
be so similar to those of the original that there may be hardly
any difference in stray interelectrode capacities etc., and the
tuning of associated circuits may not be upset at all by the
change.

Transistors, however, tend to differ much more than valves,
and one often finds that realignment is essential after fitting
new transistors in certain stages if one is to get optimum
results.

So the importance of alignment where transistor acts of the
superhet class are concerned will be obvious.

Realigning an ordinary a -m type of transistor set is usually
quite easy and can be carried out successfully with fairly in-
expensive, elementary equipment. A reasonably accurate a -m
signal -generator covering the r -f and i-f frequencies involved
in the circuit, and a suitable testmcter, should be enough to
enable alignment or realignment to be carried out.

Realigning a transistor set which includes vhf -fm facilities
is quite a different matter. This is not a task to be tackled
lightly unless you have adequate experience and suitable
equipment. Some vhf -fm sets are easier to align than others;
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class of circuit is concerned.

but hit-or-miss
methods are sethusldom

entirely sue
cesaint

when.So unless you have the
knowledge. experience and en

gear which will enable you to tackle
vlif-fm

realignment t
sonic reasonable chance of complete SOCCM, it may be
to avoid the job altogether if possible. pierThe test

equipment needed for the best
methods of not.

alignment is apt to be costly, and the
expense may not be

this class of receiver.

worth while unless you are going to do a lot of
servicing on

A beginner can learn a good deal about
correct alignmentof vhf -fm circuits by simply listening, very critically and at-tentively, to a vhf -fm set which is in

perfect alignment, whiletuning right act-cm the waveband.
Finding a set that is in perfect alignment may not be aseasy as one might think.

Vhf -fm sets of the
portable varietytend to get out of alignment

rather easily, unless the adjust-ments are
securely sealed, because in being carried about anddumped down, they are usually subjected to quite a lot ofmechanical vibration.

If, however, you have access to a vhf -fm set which hasbeen expertly aligned either by the manufacturer's servicedepartment, or by a fully-equipped repair workshop, the
instructive.
tuning -and -listening procedure mentioned above can be very.

First, tune in a vhf -fen station
as precisely as you can, byear if no other means is available,
or by any visual indicationthat may be fitted-e.g.

a "magic eye" tuning indicator, or atuning meter.
Signals will be at maximum

strength and, above all, atoptimum quality of tone and clarity, when the set is accuratelytuned to the "centre" of the tranzuniasion.If, now, you begin to tune away to the left or right of theoptimum setting, you will notice
rapid changes in the strengthand clarity of the signals. Not merely a gradual weakening, as
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if one were turning down a volume -control, nor just a change

r-earin

Various
'

of tone as if one were adjusting bass -lift or treble -lift controls,

ascension.

nor simply distortion, nor complete loss of signal.
No, what you will find-if the set is correctly aligned-is

a combination of these phenomena, one after the other in

inaccuracies in alignment can alter these effects in

different uays. If the set is not perfectly aligned, you will
probably notice that the different effects or phenomena are
not uniformly balanced on both sides of the cenue point, but

are0. n.leNidedthing th at can have a particularly marked effect on
vhf -fm results is misalignment of the i-f transformer secondary
(ceding the detector or discriminator.

But all the tuned circuits in a vhf -fm set are important as
regards alignment, and correct procedure is essential. As this
varies with different circuits, it is not very helpful to give
general instructions, and by far the best plan is to study the
manufacturer's alignment instructions for the particular re-
ceiver being serviced and follow them as closely as your skill
and available equipment permits.

The sort of equipment used in the best repair workshops for
rapid realignment of a large number of vhf -fm sets is costly
and specialized. It includes a sweep -generator and oscilloscope.

Those who have to do without these expensive items cannot

expect to realign vhf -fm sets very quickly and easily; but, if
they follow the right procedure, they can usually get almost, if
not quite, as good a final result (though it may take more
time, skill and patience), by using more everyday test-gear
including an ordinary (amplitude -modulated) signal -generator
and multimeter.

Attempting to realign vhf -fm i-f stages without any equip-
ment at all, just by car and trimming -tool, is not advisable.
The chances of complete success are pretty slender; but a lot
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depends on one's "ear" for how the signal should
sound whenit is just right.

Sometimes, however, is is only the crucial
recondary windingof the i-f transformer immediately preceding the deteetinwhich is slightly out of alignment. A judicious

core
touchwillrorrcait

the adjustment of the in this trandormer
A great improvement without the use of proper

instrumenu atall. It is seldom quite as difficult as sonic experts

atIlegcch;mblicet

itis decidedly gamble and it is up to you whether o
itor not!

We have already referral to what you can learn from
ig "moms" a perfectly aligned f-m signal. In the centreof the band of

frequencies occupied by a uansmixvion, puuget loud and superbly dear reception, with minimum back-ground noise and no distortion.
On either side of this fairly broad "strip" of peak signalyou will find a "null" point where the

signal drops almost to
nothing. Further still from central g point, the signal re-appears but with considerable distortion, and as you tunefurther and further away from the central frequency, the
signal gets weaker until it

finally disappears altogether in back-
ground noise between stations.
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Set Repairs-Worthwhile and Otherwise!

Before attempting to repair any transistor set, it is strongly
advisable to stop and think whether the job is really worth
doing, or whether it will turn out to be a waste of time and

money.
One cannot lay down any hard-and-fast rules on this. F.ach

individual case must be judged on its menu. Moreover, a
great deal dela-rids on the repairer and his resources.

For example, a cheap imported set that has developed
several elusive faults may be time -wasting, arid even when you
have succeeded in tracing the faults, the defective parts may
be of a size and type that cannot be easily obtained in this
country. In such a case the job may not be worth doing. But if
by chance you are able to get hold of an identical model with
different faults altogether, you may be able to remove sound
parts from the second set to replace faulty ones in the first.

This may make all the difference to the task being worth
attempting.

Unfortunately, some components in ultra -miniature acts are
very difficult to remove successfully for reuse without dam-

aging them. So, even if you arc able to get hold of two identical
receivers, it is not neceasarily as easy as it looks to use one as
a source of spares fur the other.

Another snag is that a given model may have certain weak
points in it which tend to cause similar breakdowns in dif-
ferent individual receivers. Fur instance, you may have one
set with a faulty volume -control, and another identical set
which you are breaking up for spares. But when you come to
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n,too. is faulty.

Generally speaking, any receiver of good
quality is worthrepairing with brand-new components rather than

re -usedones, except in cases where you can be quite sure that
salvagedparts are in good -as -new condition and are likely to remain soA ferrite -rod aerial may be in perfect condition for re -use;but an electrolytic capacitor may be on the point of
breakingdown and any attempt to re -toe it in another set would t ermout to be a waste of time. A

transformer, provided you canremove it without damage, may be well worth re-using, buta very tiny subminiature resistor, with leads cut short, may bealmost impossible to remove without damage, and a new
replacement is so cheap that it would be absurd to use asecondhand one in doubtful condition.

Before attempting any repairs on a transistor set for a friend
or customer, it is wise to make sure that you have a reasonabk
prospect of completing the job successfully. If you get a set to
pieces and then find that you cannot get suitable replacements,
you will have been wasting your own time and running the risk
of having to return the set to its owner in worse condition than
it was when handed to you for repair.

This is disappointing (or even infuriating) for the customer
and embarrassing for yourself.

Some transistor seta arc so intricate and miniaturized, so
badly designed or so flimsily constructed, that it is almost im-
possible to carry out any aervicing on them without risk of
causing fresh damage. On the other hand, there are some
models so well thought-out by the designer and so well con-
structed by the manufacturer that they arc easy to test and
foolproof to repair.

Suitable tools are a great help in tackling difficult or intri-
cate IrpAirs. The right type of soldering -iron, fur instance,will enable you to remove faulty components and replace withnew ants in crowded or inaccessible spots on a printed circuit
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board. With a larger or clumsier iron such a task would be

quiAte

imP
stronga6si tuagedble.ifying-glas suitably mounted, so as to leave

both your hands free for working, is a great help when testing
or repairing sub -miniature assemblies. Not only don this aid
the work but it also reduces eyestrain.

An adjustable desk -lamp or table -lamp. with a suitable
opaque or reflecting half -shade, is another item which will help

cheapest imported transimor sets arc hardly
in

sot resLcet.very
worth repairing if they develop any very elusive faults, or
contain defective components of a type for which suitable re-
placements arc almost unobtainable in this country. In such
cases it may be actually cheaper to get a new set than to repair
the old one.

Remember that the bare cost of the components is not the
only item to consider. If you have to send away for parts.
there are ponages, cheques, or money order or postal -order
charges to be considered, as well as the value of your time.

Sometimes it is not the set itself but the case which is
damaged. Perhaps the owner has dropped the set and smashed
the plastic case beyond repair. If the electronic assembly iroade
is nut seriously damaged and can be got hack into working
order quickly and easily, it may be worth while refitting the
printed -circuit board assembly into a new plastic case of some
sort. If the set is an imported one you may not be able to get
an exact -replacement caw. But the writer has often found it
possible to adapt some small plastic box to form a new con-
tainer for the set.

Sometimes, with the owner's consent, one can fit the set into
a CAW that is larger than the original one, and this !emits the
use of a larger, higher -capacity battery, giving mu.h more
economical running -costs.
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equipment you may have at your disposal.

is to test
syternatically with whatever means or

troublesboritingTest equipment can cost a few
shillings or several

hundred
pounds. Naturally its efficiency is more or less

pmponionat
to its cost. But you can do a great deal of fault

-tracing quit:effectively with very ine_xpensive gear. It does,
however, take agood deal longer than it would with more

costly instruments,Some faults, of course, arc so obvious that no
testing isnec.esmry to establish the cause. Anyone who has had a littleexperience of diagnosing faults can make a gums with almosta hundred-per -cent certainty of being right.For instance, if you have ever heard a set

suffering fromthe defect termed "motor -boating" (because it sounds like amotorboat engine) you can recognize it in a moment. (Thecure is usually a new electrolytic
capacitor in the

right spot.)If you arc not sure which of the electrolytics is at fault,simply shunting a good one (or adequate working voltage andanywhere near the right capacity) across each suspect one inturn will usually reveal the culprit easily and quickly.Sometimes failure of a
decoupling resistor, associated withthe electrolytic capacitor, will produce

motor -boating, so if anew capacitor fails to help, the resistors should be checked.Generally you will find it a sheer waste of time to attemptthe tracing of a fault in a set as a whole. You must somehowsplit it up into manageable units. This narrows down the fieldof search and reduces the chances
of wasting time and efforton sections that turn out to be

working perfectly.first sensible and logical way to analyze the circuit is totreat each stage as a separate unit. But at the same time youmust bear in mind that some of the stages may be inter-dependent (apart from such obvious links as sharing a com-mon power-supply).
Ave (automatic volume control) or age (automatic gaincontrol), negative feedback, and reflexing are three actionsthat may start in one stage and end in another. If you take the
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advice about splitting up the circuit into separate stages too
literally you may nullify these arrangements and upset the
normal working of the receiver to an even greater extent than
the fault itself has done!

For example, breaking one connection in a reflex circuit
could leave the set still working-after a fashion-but with
the amplification cut down to a small fraction of normal level.

So the first thing to do is to take a quick look at the
circuit diagram and see whether there arc any Claernial inter-
acting links between the different stages. Look for reflex sys-
tems; note how the avc or age is arranged; and see if there is
negative feedback in the audio or output stages.

It is quite a good idea to make sure at the outset that
there is no fault in these arrangements. Ave systems can
sometimes give rise to fairly baffling symptoms, for a start. In a
reflex circuit, failure of one unimportant -looking component
can have a most drastic effect on results. A negative -feedback
resistor so small that you could overlook it will cut down
volume greatly if it lowers in value. If, on the other hand, it
rises in value it may cause quality of reproduction to deterio-
rate quite a lot.

Fortunately you can separate a circuit into sections for test
purposes without literally cutting it up! You can inject a signal
at the input of a stage, and intercept it at the output of that
stage, without nectuarily disconnecting anything. But this de-
pends to some extent on the nature of the test equipment
available and the design of the set.

Having made sure that the fault or faults cannot be found
in any interacting links such as Elyse mentioned above, you
can go right ahead with stage -by -stage testing.

Some people prefer to start at the aerial end of the circuit
and work towards the loudspeaker; others prefer to check the
output stage first, then the audio stages, and so on, working
back through the detector, i-f, frequency -changer or mixer
stages to the aerial tuning circuit.
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A favourite abort -cut with a good
many h.,

4start with the "top" end of the
volume -control Din

116!

point, in most transutor sets, which will help you in "4

quick armament of the results that
are being

gi
- 4

loudspeaker.

whole audio section of the
receiver from vol

41IN

b'll 6/ th
A or we that

seerns inarnsitive and
lacking in

.problem.
without any obvious or specific fault, may be rade: aIt is of count. helpful if you can trac down lad al

lot

to one particular stage; but if it
k

is a v
the

ague, overal/
portent may be at fault.

treeing, it may take a of finding and mutt than one VIZ

ciratits
Yogi couid mart by making sure that the i4 and rd tunedare perfectly abetted. Check that the

windings on thr
ferrite aerial rod have not beat

accidentally mewed out of
their correct positions for optimum

signal-stregth.Check voltasees. and if these are all within normal limn.check continuity of wutdings where this is net already nub-luited by the voltage readuies.A signal-tracer
where eable lack of

and probe should help you to find any stagenoti
ansplific:ation is pr You could

any handy
try substituting "are trans stoes 4 suitable typeewm.if you hate.

Defective
capacitors. ponffily in more than one pan of thecircuit, are another poneltk CLOW of weak signals.The diode or diodes in the detector or demodulator circuitthoukt abo be checked It is

k

generally quick and easy to con-firm the condition of thar
by substituting samples nown tobe in gind working fader.

Where none-faults are concerned, the

mr_ked

fins thing ii of makesure whether the trouble is in the rrt itself ow is beingup from outide
interference. If the wm has an external atriat

"

this
the

will totally show
wwhetherwhetherwee is insideor outside the set. If it maps, or greatly

diminnhes, dn.on
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centreline the aerial, it is nue to be from outside tources

interference but it it goes on unabated, it is pretty sue to
hr in the wt inert.

II the set has  ferrite rod aerial, as most transistor foXriVal
do, you cannot very well daironnett this. Bon, bring strongly
directional. simply turning the Set around will usually indicate
whether it is picking up external interlerente or whether the
none is coming from the receiver citron.

Incidentally, a transistor portable can be used very effec-
tively in this way as a direction-findeng device to locate the
actual source of any electrical interference picked up by it.
Even it the law 01 nuutirnum interferare is to broad to be
much use. the pennon of minimum piti-up is invariably quite
dearly defined and will ol course be at right -angles to the
maximum.

If the noises ate definitely traced to the we itself, you will
neat nerd to &cows which stage or stages in the set are
generating the man Turning down the volume control is the
fun step; if the none abates, it is in the front half of the we
If it continues unabated, it is in the back half or audio section,
or in the power supply unit This is a rough-and-ready way of
checking, but is generally dependable.

Defects in consponnots could be divided into two Main
dames: parametric changes and estartrophic fauns.

The forma will usually have an adverse elf on the per-
formance of the set; they may not be family detectable =lets
they reach a very obvious stage; and they may not seeenarily
do any damage to other associated components..

The latter will usually stop the art, or at lean one section
of it. working Therefore they will probably be mud: more
Gaily found than any parametric changer But it the set is run
after the catastrophic failure ol one corriponent has occurred.
other parts may suffer anarquential damage.

So if you think there has been a "desaart-type" failure
in say component, it is ben to switch off the set instantly and
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MAKING AND
REPAIRING

TRANSISTOR
RADIOSpedance-matching. Make sure that the

output
transformer 4

suitably matched to both the
transistor or transistorsfinal stage and to the

speaker itself. in thePoor quality due to the
loudspeaker's

speech -coil
gelling

"crooked" or misaligned in its very precisely-engineered
magnet -gap is usually quite easy to detect, but not so

easy to
cure. Sometimes, if the speaker is a

cheap one, the most sensiblething is to scrap it and fit a new one.

PK;

CHAPTER IS

Transistor Power Supplies

The necessary power for transistor sets can be obtained either
from battery or mains sources.

The majority of ordinary transistors at the present time
arc very modest in their power requirements. Some will work
on voltages as low as one -and -a -half; the majority however
need about nine volts to perform normally; and some kinds
are designed for higher voltages.

Several types, and many sizes, of dry battery can be had for
transistor acts. Most of these arc stocked by local radio dealers
and you should have no difficulty in getting replacements for
your own set, for any sets you may be repairing for other
people and for any constructional projects in the transistor
category such as the circuits described in this book.

First there is a wide range of ordinary dry transistor bat-
teries, in various sizes and weights. If there is space in the set
to accommodate it, and you do not mind a small incicase in
weight, you will find it much more economical to use a large
9 -volt battery rather than a very small one. The bigger battery
will cost a few pence more, but its life, at the saute discharge
rate, will be far longer and therefore it works out much
cheaper.

Apart from ordinary dry batteries, there are various special
types, both rechargeable and non -rechargeable. Cadmium
nickel cells come in the rechargeable category.

A wide range of cells and batteries for various purposes,
including transistor radio receivers, tape recorders, amplifiers
etc., comes in the Mallory series, consisting of mercury types.
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RADIOSTransistor car radio receivers, of mune, are
y de.

signed to run oft the
car battery. But mine designs perntitportable use with self-contained batteries as an

alternative
when the set is not required in the car.The great advantage of battery operation, in any fof course that this type of power-supply makes the

set entirelyself-contained and
completely portable. You can use h

aRy
where.

Running the set from a mains
power supply unit can ofcourse be much more economical. But it does nutria themobility of the set. You can only use it. obviously, where themis a mains outlet available.

It is quite
practicable. however, to arrange matters suthat there is a choice at battery or mains unit operation asdesired.

Mains power -units vary greatly in design. There are allkinds from extremely simple. unregulated ones to quite corn -plat types with elaborate
voltage -regulating arrangenentaIndeed, some of these circuits seem to employ a larger numberof ntlidstate devices-diode rectifiers, serer diodes, tratuisuxs,etc.-than are in the average receiver itself

The usual kind of rectifier employed nowadays in powersupply units u a silicon diode of suitable design; or a com-bination of these in a bridge configuration.
In some circuits it is necessary to use a surge -limiting re-sistor in series with the silicon rectifier. A 1.000 pF fixedcapacius of sufficiently high a -c working voltage rating is COMIICCUtt across the rectifier, also for protection purposes.
Diagrams accompanying this chapter will give you someidea of typical

power supply units designed for use with tran-
sistor equipment.

Perhaps the simplest pomade mains power supply unit, com-patible with reasonable safety, is the circuit shown in Fig. 18-1.([Mete arc dangerous
types that arc simpler still; but we willforget about them!) Fig. 18-2 employs two diodes.

110
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A slightly more elaborate kind is shown in Fig. 113-3. This,

as you can sec, anploys four diodes in a "bridge" arrange-

ment.
Rectifies* can be either full -wave or half -wave. Voltage-

doubrue arrangements constitute another poribility; but with
the low voltages normally used in the majority of transistor
circuits, voltage -doubling may not be needed.

Pi

CI

o.

Eccg. 18-1
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*AntosOther refinements, however, can be
veryrectified current needs

filtering orregulating. N'ari The

desired result.
ous circuits are available to give

ahiioa
Ready-made units can be bought; and many '

any

building regulated power -supply units hair been
at' fa

publishoi
A filter may consist of either a

smoothing choke or a suitablefixed resistor in combination with fixed capacitor.Zener diodes are conunonly wed for voltage stabilization instabilized and regulated power supply units. Power transialso figure frequently in the arrangements. stor,
The subject of safety in transistor sets is one which mayonly too easily be

misunderstood by beginnersTransistor sets are
safe. 1 conunonly regarded as being

inherently1fis idea has
grown up because early transistor equip-me.nt was generally powered only by low-voltage dry batteries.which were quite incapable of cawing even the slightest shock.But who any sort of mains

power supply unit is joined upto a transistor circuit. the latter may be just as dangerous tohandle as a valve reedier which is similarly powered from thehigh -voltage mains.
The safety or otherwise of a transistor circuit powered by amains unit depends entirely on the deign of the set and ofthe power-aapply unit.
If the

pow-es...supply unit incorporates a good -quality double-wound mains transformer. to isolate it from the high voltagesupply lines, and also,
usually. to step down the mains oolta.geto a much lower kid suitable for transistor requiremen ts , thesafety factor should be excellent

With any k:s stringent
precautions. the safety factor nuvbe very doubtful; and in IOSIX CRAM the whole set may becomelethal to handle.

b through exposed metalware on the receivereing in electrical confining. with -hie" conductors in themains power supply unit.
Imported mains units should be checked carefully by a coat-

i 12

it

TRANSISTOR POWL1 SUPPLIIS

poem electrician before being used; some types may be
dangerous ere our

rt

mains
Remember our mains run at about 230-240 volts at.

whereas those in some other countries, including the United
States, run at only about half this voltage and are therefore
very much safer from the shock aspect.

Designs for power units to work off these lower voltages
may not lend thanselyes to adaptation for ow high -voltage
mains without drastic re -designing of the whole unit So you
would be well advised to check carefully before attempting to
adapt any design which was not originally intended few
British use.

MAAS
INPUT

11

FIC IS -4
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CHAPTI:14.

Chasses, Cases and Cabinets

In transistor sets, the conventional metal chassis has been very

largely superceded by printed -circuit boards. One cannot very
easily combine the two, though it it possible.

The absence of an earthed metal chassis, with its inherent
screening effects, may tend to make a set less stable, and the
layout will need to be very carefully designed to compensate
for this loss of screening.

In short-wave circuits, another snag arises, namely, the
tendency for hand -capacity effects to become troublesome if
there is no metal screening. The front panel is the critical
factor here, but you can prtnide an earthed screening effect
without having an actual sheet of metal for this panel.

Plain printed -circuit board, copper -clad on its rear surface,
lends itself well to this use. As the majotity of transismr sets
are an much smaller than corresponding types of valve re-
ceiver, the front panel need not be a large one, and therefore
the ant of the printed -circuit board for this purpose will not

be unduly high.
A convenient point about it is that earth -returns can be

soldered direct to the copper surface behind the panel if de-
sired. The non-metallic front surface can be treated in any way
you like. It can be enamelled in any desired colour, and while
the enamel is still very slightly tacky, lettcringtrarufrn can be
applied to it if you wish.

It can be french -polished like wood; or it can be lightly
sandpapered with a very fine -grade sandpaper to give a pleas -

I 15
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A teksospw aenal 01 wenn& rod was paved
through 4bolt puthiard in the nip surface of the caw and warred in -tide the ttottont. making  good ram mounting,llis dostam n mentioned and depicted metely as an amok*of what am be done by ingenious ontskinatiun dItsattliab.sew sit sahweed as the case may be, in devising tontainers furhosite-built toasimor proirom

PlAtfic poop
cotoasont

tionnvie
imago,

7

QMllWtllW parr
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Chu cam mar ember the milt plastic caws, sack as the Addistype imeetamed Attie, or the laud trampareme own TheWm hind ostebd chdlimg w avoid The mho aweoats perframsel wadi ink  itather-ponchiseg sail. d thisr paha.; a'atillImg.
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C4441111, CASIIR AND CASUISTS

Apart from the vast range of plastk cases, there are MAW,
kinds and aisles of metal boxes which knd dal:maws to the
howl% d tratuistorked equipment of one kind or another.

Tabu -co -tins are a favourite kind of care for a good many
of the mnall communions! projects dumbed in some of the
popular radio journals catering for amateurs.

Some small biscuit tins(nut the old-fashioned standard
gig, Nikki are ten times too big for modern tramistor pro-
jects) can come in handy foe projects which need oterall
metallic 'crowing.

If instead of improvised cues you prefer a commercial
range of accuratelyinade diecast boxes of aluminium alloy.
there is a range of 9 isles made by Elecnoniques. These haw
divider -skits to facilitate the fitting of printed -circuit board
ouch as Von board` or metal screens

The same firm markets many other boxes, tows and cabi-
nets for elect:vele equipment. These include aluminium mini -
boxes. ready -painted in two-tone finish; others ready -painted
in hammer -grey enamel; others again in self -finish aluminium

alloy. inducting perforated canoe; and a range of vertical
Ihnlicases in grey enamel. Horirintal nye% and types with
sloping paneh ate aim available.

With GUM cabinets. chases etc_ as with components, the
'web held by different firms are liable to change from time
to time, and therefore you aboukl verify from lawn inknua-
ion whether any particular cabinet. etc_ is mill available be-
fore you plan a set which you intend to house in it.

In fact, if vu are designing a layout from wrath it it
usually wisest to select the caw or cabinet Ent, otherwise we
may find vu have committed WWII* to a design which. in its
conspiend kvia, simply will not fit into AM mandaniaised
ease nor any reatfibe-availabk improvised con excrpt of

tune one of nee leafy bulky csieraff dimmisskos.
Remember that it I not oaf. the set Welt that hat to be

anummodated but alas the hatter!, loudpeaker. etc- it dam
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RAntogare to be included.

Even if you intendmo run te t Tw
the time off a mains

power supply unit, or-inh
thesecase o

at

offa

obile or portable receiver-a car battery, it is
advisable to

allow room for an ordinary
dry -battery of normal

transistor
type to be used as an alternative

when you may want to use
the set as a completely

self-contained portable
away horn

mains or a vehicle.

ClIAPTER 20

Supplies and Suppliers

Shopping is nearly as important in radio as it is in house-

keeping!
There are bargains to be had in the radio shop just as

there are in the supermarket.
But to get the best value for money you have to be careful

and discriminating in choosing semiconductors, cornponenu
and accessories.

Where transistors are concerned, cut-price offers may in-
clude a number of unmarked and untested samples. Some of
these may be virtually unusable; the price of the whole parcel
is usually based on this assumption, anyway. Most firms adver-
tising such packages frankly state an estimated percentage of

usable items in the collection.
But the value you get from such assortments depends mostly

on your own testing -facilities and your own enterprise or in-

genuity.
Some cut-price transistors are partially faulty and cannot

be used as transistors at all, but, using two lead -outs instead of

three, will form perfectly good diodes.
In other cases, the transistors may he good but unmarked.

and have to be identified as best one can; how accurately this

can be done depends largely on one's resources in the way of

test -gear and so on.
Occasionally one comes arnss cheap transistors that are

incorrectly marked, by inadvertence. These can he very baf-

fling, unless one is prepared for the possibility. If an alleged
PIP transistor definitely will not work at all, always check it
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to make sure that it isn't an NPN
type .throwing it away as use/ess. Better still, ctieglY marked,.bdotefore trying it at all; if you have

subjected it
check the

nolantyof reversed
poLuity, you may have

to power
suppliesdurance before

you discover the marker's '

take,
cn.

damaged it
beyond

sus
Another category of cut-price transistors is that which olo.

of samples with
untypical characteristics.

The3eunsatisfactory if wed in the ordinary way, but can betas
be

made
to work quite

satisfactorily. by adjusting th bias, etc.
Altering

associated resistors to values which suit thee individual
sample

of transistor is all that is needed to get it working
properly.In non -critical circuits one can often

use up quite a Lusep roportion of the transistors in a mixed "bargain" parcel.In a circuit where the choice of semiconductors is veryexacting and critical, however, it is usually false econornv-awaste of time and
money-to try very cheap and cloubtful"bargain" transistors nr diodes. It pays best in the long run topay a little more and get first-rate examples from a thoroughlydependable source of supply.

It may be a little difficult for a beginner to judge whetherthe choice of transistor in a given circuit is a critical one or tux.The writer has known of cases where a beginner has gone toa vast amount of trouble to get some uncommon type of tran-sistor for use in a published design, only to find, too late, thatthere were a couple of dozen
different easily -obtainable sub-stitutions that would have given equally good results.Some writer and designers state dearly whether the choiceof transistors for their project is critical or not. Where a

designer says emphatically "DO NOT SURS7T117TE" it in-
variably means that the

transistor type specified really it theonly one that will give thc desired results in that particularcircuit.

Some transistor supplien issue, free or at nominal cost,some very useful data leaflets, booklets, catalogues and stthsn-
122
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turbo lists. These are a tremendous help in choosing semi-

conductors
for home -built projects.

Among semiconductor manufacturers whose advertisements

are worth watching for offers of catalogues or data publica.

tions the following are a few examples:

AEI Semiconductors Ltd., Garholme Road, Lincoln.

Mullard Ltd., Milliard House, Torrington Place, London,

W.C.I.
Newmarket Transistors Ltd., Exiting Road, Newmarket,

Suffolk.
Sinclair Radionics Ltd.. 22 Newmarket Road, Cambridge.

There are also, of course, a number of leading American

semiconductor manufacturers whose products are now mark-

eted over here, and they, too, issue some very useful technical

data from time to time.
Such publications are often announced or described in tech-

nical journals such as the Written World.
Some of the booklets give very useful guidance on uansistor

applications-i.e., which types are recommended for f -m re-

ceivers, which types for output stages, which types are partic-

ularly suitable for car radios, and so on.
Also of course the nature of the transistors themselves is

indicated; whether they are germanium or silicon, PNP or

NPN, and more precisely whether they arc, say, silicon planar

or silicon planar epitaxial; and, most important, the identity

of the lead -out wiles is usually shown in clear diagrams siewing

the transistor from its underside.
The first reaction of a beginner when confronted with a

comprehensive list of uaroistors is likely to be utter bewilder-

ment There are thousands of different type -numbers; bow

does one start to select a suitable transistor for any g.r.en

purpose?
Well. first of all one must realize that the choke is not

nearly as wide as it looks. Different manufacturers use ad -
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virtually thesametransistor. Even in the range

pnxlucedgiblyea:i.eryy on,.fir.miLithen

arc often several different types which
stank."

of

inany ordirenary circuit.
It is only in the case of fairly critical circuits that the exact

choice may be extremely
crucial. Sometimes in such

Plojects
there is virtually only one type of transistor which is ideal fejt
the job, and no substitutions or equivalents

are practicable"One of the most difficult problems in writing for am non the subject of transistors or other
semiconductors is this:When newtypes of semiconductor,

offering special advant-ages and design facilities not found in earlier
types, firston the market they are apt to be expensive. In special in-stances, the price has been prohibitive at first; but aftensards,with increased mass production and wider use, it has fallen toa level well within the reach of the average amateur.By that time, of course, the device is no longer in the care.gory of "latest" types.

bus to this time-lag, if one writes about the latest tran-sistors the information one gives may be of academic interestonly, as far as the majority of amateurs arc concerned.If one writes about the types that are available at extremelylow prices and in plentiful supply, one is open to the criticianthat the information is about outdated stuff that the makershave ceased to produce!
A very large proportion of queries that radio writers getfrom readers are about supply problems. Substitution of alter-native types for any items that are hard to get can oftenproduce fresh problems in critical designs, and one must beprepared for some difficulties in this direction. Simple basiccircuits, however, are usually quite docile to deal with.

Although there are so many different types of transistors.
and prices vary so greatly, some excellent up-to-date types furthe majority of applications are available from reputable
sources of supply at very reasonable prices.
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You should be able to get suitable semiconductors for most,

or indeed for all normal, purposes from one or other of the

(trots that advertise regularly in the leading radio technical

journab It is of course up to you to ensure that your choice

of typo is correct for any particular set, but it is up to the

supplier to make sure that each transistor is up to the speci-

fication stated in his own publicity.
If you have a genuine complaint of failure to do this on the

part
of an advertiser in one or other of the leading technical

journals, you
will generally find that the journal will take up

the matter on your behalf if you send them accurate and com-

plete details as soon as possible after the transaction in

question.
Hundreds of firms nowadays supply electronic equipment.

and it is impossible to give a representative list in the space

available. So we must be content with mentioning a few

typical examples and referring you to advertisements in the

technical press, directories, etc., for the many others.

For complete kits of components, with which to build tran-

sistor sets, test -gear, etc.: Daystrom Limited of Gloucester.

Their free illustrated catalogue shows the range of sets and

instruments available.
For separate components of all kinds, accessories, test -gear.

transistors, etc.: Home Radio (Components) Limited of

Mitcham. Comprehensive catalogue can be bought for a few

shillings, at the time of writing.
For components, transistors, tau equipment, kits, etc.:

Electroniqucs (Prop. STC) Limited, in the ITT Electronic

group, of Harlow. Comprehensive catalogue can be bought.

For transistors, diodes, and other semiconductors: L.S.T.

Electronic Components Ltd. of Brentwood; Electroralue of

Egliam; Bi-Pre-Pak Limited of Westcliffon-Sea; Bentley

Acoustic Corporation Ltd. of London and Littlehampum; and

many others.
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Full addresses are not given above because these are liable
to change from time to time and should always be ascertained
from up-to-the-minute sources such as latest advertisements,
telephone directories, trade lists or other reliable sources.
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